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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In considering the matter of the comparative
efficiency of the small business unit of the textile
industry, there must be some sort of comparison of the
small unit v/ith other unit sizes.
In general the plan is that of contrasting
the small unit with two other group size units, the med-
ium and the large. As a basis of such a comparison some
conception must be had of v/hat characterizes these dif-
ferent size groups.
Some authorities consider size classifications
as; very small, small, medium, large and very large. Such
a size refinement is rather impractical for general com-
parative purposes and becomes statistically involved in
anything but a far reaching and extended research requir-
ing a score of statisticians and much more time than is
possible for the preparation of this paper.
Characteristics of classifications most widely
used and accepted are shown in a table on the following

1
page. Thiese characteristics are used as a basis of size
comparisons to be made. In tubular form the character-
istics are:
TABLE SHOWING THE CLASSIFICATION OP BUSINESS
Sales per
Annum
Net
Profits
No of
Employees
Total
Assets
Small To $250,000 To $25,000 To 100 To $250,000
Medium
size
Above
$250,000 to
5,000,000
Above
$25,000
500,000
Above
100 to
2,500
Above
$250,000 to
5,000,000
Large Above
$5,000,000
Above
$500,000
Above
2,500
Above
$5,000,000
Table Notes:
1. The Temporary National Economic Committee used
this classification with respect to the value of pro-
duct or sales and assets.
2. The Department of Commerce defines the field of
small business as those manufacturing plants with not
more than 100 employees, those wholesale establishments
with less than $200,000 annual net sales volume; those
retail stores, service establishments, hotels, amusement
enterprises, and construction firms with annual net sales
or receipts below $50,000.
1. Weissman, Rudolph L. Small Business and Venture
Capital. Harper Brothers, Publishers, New York -
London, 1944, p. 9.
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Plaving set forth, the characteristics of size
to he considered, it is now necessary to give thought
to matters relative to the size comparisons. Measiu’es
of comparative efficiency are suggested by asking the
question - does the plant which is small have any effic
iency advantage over one that is known to be medium or
large? V/hat is the advantage? It follows that what
proves to be an advantage to one group will be a disad-
vantage to the other group under comparison. In short,
the plan is that of measuring the groups objectively by
certain comparative mediums. Various of these measure-
ment media are to be found suggested by respective chap
ter headings.
The heading of the second chapter of this
paper is, ’’Geographical Aspects of Size”. Thus, size
in relation to location is, in this case, to be con-
sidered the measurement medium, for it is felt that
today, more than ever, location has a definite in-
fluence on plant efficiency. It is, therefore, in
this case, the purpose to ascertain if the small plant
is perhaps more strategically located than the other
groups. Also the' factors which give it advantages are
sought
•
Other criteria or advantage media to be consider

ed, are, for example:
1. Financing media - availability of new
money and the cost of obtaining it.
2 . Channels of distribution.
3. Service to the community in general,
socially and economically.
4. Management affectiveness.
5. Capital employed per worker.
6. Section of the industry catered to.
7. Wage earners employed per group size.
8. Number of establishments,
9. Wages paid in general, by groups and
Industry divisions, etc.
10. Value added by manufacture.
11. Losses against assets.
12. Average value of products by establish-
ments.
13. Wages per ^100,000 of value added.
14. Value of products.
15. Average value of products per establish-
ment, etc.
While the respective chapter headings may not directly
contain the word "Efficiency", it is the intention that
they bring out facts which are measures of efficiency -
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efficiency to be used for comparative purposes.
Since the task fundamentally and primarily is
to be concerned, then, with efficiency, it should bo de-
fined. For the purpose at hand a useful definition seems
simplv to be this: “the effective operation of a business
1
task with a minimum waste of effort, time and wealth".
Put in slightly different words, efficiency may be thought
of as effective operation, as measured by a comparison of
actual and possible results. Factors in this latter
sense may be sales, management, production and profits of
operation, etc. This latter seems a little confusing
since comparisons are to be made of groups as well as the
operation of units within them. The former definition
seems the simpler and more readily usable, for it is
easy to think in terms of minima of waste.. Therefore,
the least waste is indicative of the highest efficiency.
However, it is necessary to go a step further,
and to ask in what terms this operation "with a minimum
of v;aste" is to be considered? Shall the consideration
be "lower costs of production, promotor’s profits, or
higher dividends on invested capital? In all such cases
efficiency is judged by the benefits accruing to a few
persons owning the particular business, not any benefits
1. Webster’s New International Dictionary, Second Edit-
ion, Unabridged, p. 319.
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passed on to the public in the form of lower prices and
1
better services,"
"Along the same vein are further thoughts taken
from Monograph #13, which suggest bases for efficiency
evaluation. "Large sized corporations in American indus-
try present tv/o fundamental economic problems. The first
is the problem of whether such corporations are actually
more efficient than small or medium sized units in their
industries? Even if such corporations are more effi-
cient, there is another problem to be considered. Is
the greater efficiency of such corporations passed on to
the consuming public in the form of lower prices as the
result of free and fair competition, or does such corpo-
rate size operate to suppress competition, so that the
efficiency achieved merely increases profits for widen-
ing the difference between costs and non-competitive
selling prices?
//hen free and fair competition prevails,
business is under a constant spur to reduce costs
‘ through efficiency, and to share such savings with the
1. Monograph #13 - Relative Efficiency of Large, Medium
Sized and Small Business. "The Fundamental Principle
of Mass Production." Appendix D, p. 398 - An Address
to a Temporary National Economic Committee Meeting on
The Investigation of the Concentration of Economic
Power.

1
public in the form of lower prices.”
At another point in the same Monograph (#13)
the efficiency of the larger unit management is brought
up for consideration. "Managers of very large corpora-
tions often totally neglect the most fundamental basis
of real efficiency in business - the effective super-
vision of men, machines and materials, so as to eliml-
2
nate v;aste and achieve lov/er operating costs.”
Following is another quotation taken from the
above Monograph. This together with the preceeding
quotations is used to indicate a basis for general ef-
ficiency consideration and judgment to be used in this
paper, in the matter of efficiency comparisons. "But
the central economic issue of the relative operating
efficiencies of small and large units cannot be demon-
strated in favor of either side, so that the problem
cannot be resolved at this level. What is necessary is
a consideration of all the elements from a social point
3
of view."
From the above extracts taken from the findings
of the Temporary National Economic Committee, in its study
1. Ibid. p. 132
2. Ibid. p. 97
3. Monograph #13, 0. P. Cit. p. 242.
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of the Concentrat ion of Economic Power, something is real
ized of the complexity of any analysis involving compara-
tive efficiency.
Accordingly, the objective shall be to relate
efficiency in terms of operation for the social as well
as economic benefits to society and the consuming public.
Interwoven in the Chapters of this thesis are
found measures of operation and condition in these terms.
Also, in endeavoring to reach a conclusion as
to the comparative efficiency of the small business units
it is the purpose to measure the contribution of this
unit in contrast to the contribution of the medium and
large business units.
In this respect a distinction is made between
the necessity of having to define, finally, the absolute
efficiency of the small unit, and that of pointing out
its strength and weaknesses, in its contribution to the
over-all social and economic need.
As to the depth of research, from the concept-
ion of the thesis subject a broad state-by-state cross-
section picture of the industry was thought of. The
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sources of data were conceived of as, the Bennett Stat-
istical Publications, the Statistical Publications of the
United States Statistical Bureau, as well as books and
publications by special authors.
Samplinp; the Bennett Publications ;
A key table was conceived (table #1 Appendix A).
From this key table a sampling method was conceived
(Exhibit #1, Appendix A). Prom this method there evolved
the data of Exhibit #2 and #3 of Appendix A. The State
2
cross-section data (Exhibits #2 and #3) was then conden-
sed into a summary sheet, page #14 of Chapter II. The data
shown as a result of the Bennett sampling are, per each
size group (condensed data sheet or Summary Sheet, page
#14 j Chapter II):
1. Number of samples.
2. Number of companies selling "through agents".
3. Number of companies selling "Direct".
4. Number of companies selling both direct and
through agents.
5. Average number of workers per plant.
6. Average capitalization per plant.
1. Bennett, Prank P. & Co., Inc. Official Statistics
of Textile Corporations Publications.
2. Exhibits #2 and #3 are samples taken from the total
of the state-by-state cross-section sampling. Act-
ually the condensed data is the result of samples
drawn from each of the state samplings.

7. Average coiimiimity size.
8. Plant capital per worker.
9. Plant capitalization per member of the plant
community.
10
Number of members of the plant community per
plant worker.
1
Sampling the United States Statistical Data:
The data was split dov/n according to the conven-
tional group size characteristics, as appears in Tables of
Chapter .IX
,
Pages #98 & 99 and 103-7 • Shown in this
table are, per each group size unit, small, medium and
large
;
1. Number of wage earners.
2. Number of establishments.
3. Wages for the year.
4. Value of products produced.
5. Value added by manufacture.
6. Average value of products per establishment.
7. Value added per wage earner.
8. Wages per ^100,000 of value added.
This data is presented for the following
Industry Divisions; (1939 Census - latest)
1. Census of Manufacture, Page 120, Table #1, vol. 1.
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1. All U. S. Manufacturing (Summary for Wage
Earner Size Groups),
2. All U, S. Manufacturing (percentage of
U. S, total).
3. Text lie -mill products and other fibre manu-
facturers plus Apparel and other finished
products made from fabrics and similar mater-
ials - (Summary for Wage Earner size Groups)
All Textile Ifianufacturlng.
4. Textile - mill products and other finished
products made from fabrics and similar mater-
ials (percentage of U. S. Total) - All
Textile Manufacturing.
Aside from the Immediate requirements of the
Thesis presentation, as a partial fulfillment of the
M. B. A. degree requirements, the objective further re
moved Is that of satisfying a personal Interest and
desire to better understand and appreciate some of the
problems and services rendered by one of America's
greatest and oldest Industries,
Further, In connection with the Importance
of the textile Industry, the position of small buslnes
units Is of particular Interest, especially since the
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small unit is considered vital to the preservation of
free enterprise and balance in our economic and compet-
itive system for all United States manufacturing.

CHAPTER II
GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS OP SIZE
In the examination of the 3tate-by-state cross-
section data it v;as conclusively found that the small
enterprises of the textile industry are located predomi-
nately in city localities. This fact is also supported
1
by textual reading matter.
The table on the following page which is a
condensation of the cross-section data described in
Chapter I, for instance, brings out this point. Under
group size units, small, medium and large, there are
found in the last column the figures 586, 189 and 29
respectively. This shows that for the small size units,
there are 586 members of the community or city for
every plant worker. For the medium-sized unit there
are but 189 members of the community per plant worker,
etc. Thus, it is seen that, as the unit size increases,
plants tend to be located in the less populated areas.
The methods used in arriving at the above flg-
ures are a s follows:
1. Holmes, W. Girard., Plant Location - McGrav;-Hlll
Pub. Co., Inc. p. 154.
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CHART SHOiilHG CONDENSED DATA
OBTAINED FROM ANALYSIS OF
THE MAJOR SURVEY MADE OF THE
BENNET TEXTILE STATISTICAL PUBLICATION LISTINGS
Channels of Distribution
Size Group
No. of
Samples
Sell
through
Agents
Sell
Direct
Sell
through
Agents
and
Direct
Method
Unkno wn
Small ( Sub- samp lings) 53 14 28 6 5
Medium " " 141 61 70 8 2
Large " " 16 8 6 0 2
The Plant The Communi ty
Plant
Capital!- No. of
Aver. Aver. Plant zation Members
No. of
To rice rs
per
Plant
Cap itali-
zation
per
Plant
Aver.
Commvmity
Size
Capitali-
zation
per
Torker
per
Membe r
of
Community
per
Communi ty
Per
Worker
97 $ 70,585 56,824 $727.68 1 1.24 586
505 $ 771,549 95,307 $1,525.62 t 7.37 189
3471 .'?'6,180,311 100 ,409 $.1,780.55 161.55 29
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1. Obtaining the average number of workers per
plant per size group (53, 141 & 16 "cross-
section" samples, respectively).
2. Obtaining the average community size per size
group (the same 53, 141 & 16 samples).
3. Dividing the average community size for each
group by the average number of Vvforkers per
plant for the group.
Again, an exEimination of the production fig-
ures for the apparel group of manufacturers (See pages
#22 - 28) shows that many small units belong to this
division of the industry (the textile Industry is com-
posed, mainly, of two manufacturing divisions, the ap-
parel manufacturers and the mill products manufacturers,
from which the apparels are made). This fact together
with the common knowledge that clothing manufacture is
carried on, for the most part, by many small shops,
located in the large cities, points to the conclusion
that the bulk of small units for that type of manufacture
are located in the more populated areas.
It is also to be noticed from another table,
following the apparel and mill products manufacturing
tables (page #32 of this Chapter) that Patterson in New
Jersey has 267 establishments out of a state total of

562. This, In the light of the above findings is further
evidence that the small units are located in the densely-
populated areas. In this connection it is interesting to
note that Patterson is a city of some 140,000 population.
Thus, it may be concluded that this city represents a
typical habitat of the small business unit.
Typical of such small units is a firm known as
1
the Centin’y Woven Label Co., which manufactures silk,
cotton and rayon labels, is capitalized at $200,000 and
employs 80 people. It is evident that this company is
strategically located for it doubtless sells to the many
clothing and garment makers in its area. This is a dis-
tinct geographical location advantage in respect to the
carrying on of its business, for its transportation costs
are small in servicing its markets, and its close proxi-
mity to its customers allows it to fill orders on short
notice. Again, Patterson is known to be a silk manufactur
Ing area. The company therefore enjoys a vendor service
in being near to a source of its raw material requirements
silk yarn (doubtless rayon yarn in the absence of silk
import at ions )
.
These facta just cited are in keeping with the
theory that
,
small units tend to locate close to their
1. Bennett, Prank P. & Co., Inc., Official Statistics
of Textile Corporations, p. 165.
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trade and in a labor market suited to their product of
manufacture, and in close proximity to the sources of
their raw materials, A point which strongly supports
the above theory of location is that, the small unit
does not have the facilities, as a rule, to train its
personnel, and therefore draws its skill from the gen-
eral labor supply of the area.
In designating the characteristics of location
of the small units, apparel manufacturing has been given
considerable consideration to this point. However, in
the case of textile mill products manufacturing, in
regard to the small unit location, the case is a little
different. One finds the small units in this division of
the Industry rather scattered and not necessarily follow-
ing any specific pattern of locatlor^ as to size of com-
munity. For instance, in Yannouth, Maine, a small com-
munity of 1400 population is located the Royal River
Mills, manufacturing cotton bags, capitalized at 41)21,000
and employing 80 people. This company established in
1
1857 is somewhat of an exception doubtless, but there
are, however, scattered through Maine, many small to medium
sized woolen mills. One finds in Vermont and Hew Hamp-
shire, as well as in other sections of New England and the
1. Bennett, Prank P. & Co., Inc. Op. cit. p, 85.

middle Atlantic Seaboard, scattered small units that are
not located In the larger populated areas.
In a consideration of mill products manufactur-
ed by types, one finds cotton to be concentrated or local-
ized In such cities as Pall River and Lowell In Ivlassachu-
setts and In Lewiston, Maine . In these cities are to be
found both the large and the small units side by side.
However, as Is well known, the manufacture of cottons
and worsteds is done mostly by the top medium-sized and
the large sized units. An examination of the data for
textile-mill products manufacture bears this out (See
pages #28 - 32) of the chapter. In the case of worsteds
manufacture, one finds strongholds in Lawrence, Massa-
chusetts (perhaps the leading city in the United States
for worsted manufacture, if not the world) and in Paw-
tucket, Flhode Island and Passaic, New Jersey. In all of
these sections are found the larger units. In Lawrence,
for instance there are three plants each employing from
5000 to 7000 employees devoted almost exclusively to
worsted manufacturing.
Of recent years in the absence of silk importa-
tions, rayons (sometimes called artificial silks) have
come into rapid prominence. These fabrics like the cottons

and the worsteds are manufactured mostly hy larger units.
These units are found largely in Lev/iaton, Maine, and
Pall River, Massachusetts (old cotton manufacturing
strongholds, rayons being made advantageously on the
cotton system machinery).
Regarding the unit sizes of these major divi-
sions of Mill-Products Manufacturing, several things may
be said. However, the fact is that, the small units
have tended to locate near the larger ones for their sup-
ply of trained labor. Thus one finds the small units in
the general location of the larger ones and in many cases
in the larger populated areas. Another thing that should
be mentioned, in passing, is the' present day trend to
decentralize these large units. New locations as a re-
sult of this, may be found either in the larger populated
areas or in small and new ones. At this moment one of the
large v;orsted units of Lawrence, Massachusetts is establish'
ing small units in the South ('Virginia and North Carolina),
Whether or not this represents what is to be expected of
the future location of worsted manufacturing is uncertain.
Hov/ever, one has only to consider the large migrated cot-
ton manufacturing units located in the South (Georgia,
South Carolina, Alabama, etc.) to gather what may happen
to worsteds

One or two more things may perhaps he said
in regard to aspects of geographical location in respect
to unit sizes. It has heretofore been true that the
larger units have sought the more densely populated
areas primarily for a cource of labor. However, the
high cost of operating (power, labor costs, taxation,
etc. ) in such areas has caused many of them to shift to
the less concentrated and less costly areas, as has been
eluded to above. In this respect there have been numer-
ous cases where large business has moved to the nev/ lo-
cation and taken its labor with it. Old ’’Community
houses” and company-owned dwellings testify to this.
Present day relocations of large industry present a lit-
tle different situation with the mobility of labor, but
relocated industry must still more or less establish its
community about Itself. The ever narrowing spread betv/een
selling price and cost has given new significance to pro-
1
ductlon economics dependent upon location (to be given
further consideration in another chapter). Along with
present day unrest among manufacturers, for competitive
advantage, appears Inducements by sections seeking new
industry and railroads seeking new business along its
lines. This is Illustrated by tax free land inducements
by southern sections which are not too well off economi-
1. Holmes, W. Girard, Op. Cit. Preface V.

cally. Also, railroads are continually seeking new busi-
ness or the resusitation of old,along its lines. Recent-
ly an Eastern railroad had on display in one of its
terminals, some such slogan as, "Industrial Opportunities
in Southern New England."
In conclusion, it may perhaps be stated even in
view of the complexity of the factors involved that, the
small unit, geographically, contributes quite as much
socially and economically as do the larger units. Both
have their areas of concentration, but the small units
generally, appear to bo the more scattered and therefore
to serve a wider cross-section of activity. Again, many
small units not only serve their consumers directly,
geographically, but as well serve the large units in
whatever geographical locations they are to be found.

SUIvUvlARY FOR ESTABLISHMENTS CLASSIFIED
AS TO SIZE BY NUlffiER OF V/AOE EARNERS
FOR INDUSTRY CROUP
Apparel and Other Finished Products Made
From Fabrics and Other Similar Materials
Number of Establishments per Group Size
0 101 501
VJage Earner Groups 100 500 25Q04>
Apparel and Other Finished
Products (Small) (Med) (Large)
Belts (Apparel) regardless
of material 241 4 0
Canvas products (except bags) 332 2 0
Children’s and infants’ wear
not elsewhere classified
(C.F. )^ 19 3 0
Children’s and Infants’ wear
not elsewhere classifiedg
(C.F. J.
)
92 11 0
Children’s Coats (C.F.) 44 1 0
Children’s Coats (I.F.J. 106 2 0
Children’s Dresses (C.F.
)
108 6 0
Children’s Dresses ( I. F. J. 151 31 0
Clothing, leather, sheeplined 83 14 0
1. C. F. - made in contract factories
2. I. F. J. - made in inside factories or
by jobbers engaging contractors

Apparel and Other Finished
Products (Small) (Med) (Large)
Coats, suits and skirts
(except fur coats) (C.F.) 782 9 1
Coats, suits and skirts
(except fur coats) (I.F.J.) 776 33 1
Corsets and allied garments 227 41 4
Curtains, draperies and
bed spreads (C.F.) 73 2 0
Curtains, draperies and
bed spreads (R.F.J.)^315 46 1
Dress and semi-dress gloves
and mittens: cloth and
cloth- leather 35 14 0
Embroideries other than
Schliffli-machine
products (C.F.) 356 1 0
Embroideries other than
Schliffli-machine
products (R.F.J.) 54 0 0
Embroideries, Schllffl-
machlne products 396
Fur coats and other fur
garments, accessories
and trimmings
Handkerehief
s
(C.F.
)
2175
17
0
3
0
0
(1) R.F.J. - made in regular factories
or by jobbers engaging contractors
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Apparel and other Finished
Products (Small) (Med) (Largi
Handkerchiefs (I.F.J.
)
49 10 1
Hat and cap materials;
trimmings, etc. (C.F.) 55 0 0
House dresses,
and aprons
uniforms
(C.F.
)
241 14 0
House dresses,
and aprons
uniforms
(I.F.J.) 408 75 4
House furnishings (except
curtains, draperies and
hed spreads) 451 21 0
Men’ s and hoys’ hats and
caps (except felt and straw) 267 3 0
Men’s and hoys’ shirts (ex-
cept work shirts), collars
and night wear (C.F.) 97
Men’s and hoys’ shirts (ex-
cept work shirts), collars
and night wear (I.F.J.) 286
Men’s and hoys’ suits, coats
and overcoats (except work
clothing) (C.F.) 954
Men’ s and hoys’
and overcoats
clothing
)
suits, coats
(except work
(I.F.J.) 1179
43
143
122
143
1
20
2
44
Men’s and hoys’ underwear
(C.F.) 721
Men’s and hoys’ underv/ear
(I.F.J.) 21 23 0

Apparel and Other Finished
Products (Small) (Med) (Large)
lien’s Keckwear (C.F.) 54 0 0
Men’s Neckwear (I.F.J.) 326 21 0
Millinery 1021 29 0
Misc. fabricated textile
products, not elsewhere
classified 291 7 2
Raincoats and other water-
proof garments (except
oiled cottons) 67 9 0
Robes, lounging garments
and dressing gowns 255 9 0
Suspenders, garters and
other goods made from
purchased elastic materials 60 5 1
Textile bags - not made in
textile mills 179 36 1
Trimmings (Not made in tex-
tile mills), stamped art
goods and art needlework
(C.F.) 391 4 0
Trimmings (not made in tex-
tile mills), stamped art
goods and art needlework
(R.F. J.
)
221 6 0
Trousers (semi-dress), wash
suits and washable service
apparel 238 57 2

kpparel and Other Finished
Products (Small) (Med) (Large)
Women’s and misses' blouses
and waists (C.F.) 127
Women’s and misses’ blouses
and waists (I.F.J.) 162
Women’s and misses' clothing
not elsewhere classified
(C.F.) 96
Women’s and misses' clothing
not elsewhere classified
(I.FJ.) 220
Women’ s and misses’ dresses
(except house dresses)
(C.F.) 1457
Viomen' s and misses' dresses
(except house dresses)
(I.F.J.) 1322
Women's, children's, infants'
underwear and night wear
of knitted fabrics 141
V;»omen' s, children's, infants'
underwear and night wear
of silk and rayon woven
fabrics 121
Women’s, children's, InfantsS
underwear and night wear of
cotton and flannelette woven
fabrics 314
5
8
4
11
33
100
32
18
56
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
0
2
'Women’ s neckwear, scarfs, etc 105 2 0
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Apparel and Other Finished
Products (Small) (Med) (Large
)
Vy'ork clothing (except work
shirts), sports garments
(except leather) and other
men’ s and boys’ apparel
not elsewhere classified 578 153 11
Yjfork gloves and mittens;
cloth, cloth and leather
combined 63 30 1
Vn'ork shirts 40 46 1
Total major apparel
classifications - 56
Total No. of Establishments 18226 1510 106
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SUI^'iARY FOR ESTABLISHlffiNTS CLASSIFIED
AS TO SIZE BY NUI'.IBER OF WAGE EARNERS,
FOR INDUSTRY GROUP
TEXTILE-MILL PRODUCTS Al'ID OTHER FIBRE MANUFACTURERS
Number of Establishments per Group Size
Wage Earner Groups -
0
100
101
500
500
2500
Mill Product (Small) (Med.
)
.
.(I#LCge
Artificial Leather and
Oil Cloth 25 9 2
Batting, padding, wadding:
upholstery filling 110 14 0
Carpets, rugs (wool) 11 19 13
Carpets, rugs and mats
(made from such mater-
ials as: paper fibre,
grass, jute, flax,
sisal, cotton, cocoa
fibre and rags
)
75 9 0
Carpet yarn (woolen and
worsted
)
12 5 • 1
Cloth spunging and miscel-
laneous special finish-
ing 106 6 0
Cordage and twine 80 31 5
Cotton broad woven goods 136 330 195
Cotton narrow fabrics 122 39 1
Cotton Thread 57 11 7
Cotton Yarn 111 212 26

Number of Establishments per Group Size
Mill Product (Small) (Med.) (Large)
Dyeing and finishing of
Cotton, rayon, silk and
linen textiles 302 144 22
Dyeing and finishing
woolens and worsteds 54 9 0
Pelt goods, wool, hair
and jute (except woven
felts and hat bodies
and hats 24 13 0
Pinishing of men’s and
boys’ hats of fur-felt,
wool-felt and straw 132 18 1
Hat bodies and hats
(fur-felt) 21 20 2
Hat bodies and hats
(wool-felt
)
2 6 4
Hats, straw 11 0 0
Hatter’s fur 32 5 0
Hosiery, full-fashioned 269 189 41
Hosiery, seamless 263 151 19
Jute Goods (except felt) 12 9 1
Knitted Cloth 195 32 2
Knitted Gloves 10 5 5
Knitted outerwear
(except knit gloves (C.P.) 229 4 0
(R.P.J.) 437
(1) C. P. - Made in contract factories
(2) R. P. J. - Regular manufacturers or by Jobbers
engaging Contractors.
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Number of Establishments per Group Size
Mill Product (Small) (Med.
)
( Large
)
Knitted Undervy^ear 97 68 9
Lace Goods 38 21 4
Linen Goods 6 2 1
Linoleum, asphalt, felt
base, and other hard
surface floor coverings
not elsewhere classified 6 7 4
Processed waste and re-
covered vi'ool fibres (C. F. )27 0 0
’• (R.F.J. ) 117 9 0
Rayon broad woven goods (C .F. )69 10 0
" (R.F.J.) 69 84 43
Rayon narrow fabrics 103 16 1
Rayon Throwing &
Spinning (C. F.
)
23 9 0
" (R.F.J.) 35 16 1
Silk broad woven goods (C. F. )36 1 0
" (R.F.J.) 54 26 2
Silk Narrow fabrics 89 11 0
Silk Throwing &
Spinning (C.F.) 37 39 2
Silk Yarn & Thread
(spun or thrown) (C.F.) 27 22 4
(1) C. F. - Made In contract factories
(2) R. F. J. - Regular manufacturers or by Jobbers
engaging Contractors.
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Number of Eatabllshments per Group Size
Ml 11- Product (Small) (Med)
Woolen and worsted
manufac turer
s
(C. P. ) 60 14
It (R. P. J. ) 241 293
Total Nimaber of Estab ’ ts
.
3972 1938
Total major mill-product
classifications - 44
Grand total of Textile
Industry Manufacturing
classifications - (56 - 44) - 100
(Large )
2
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TABLE SHOWING THE NmiBER OP ESTABLISHlvtENTS OP
THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY LOCATED IN OUTSTANDING
CITIES OP THE UNITED STATES
Total Total
State Establishments City Establishments
Illinois 104 Chicago 69
Kentucky 18 Louisville 7
'Maine 82 Lewiston 7
Massachusetts 580 Boston 87
ti Pall River 46
tt Lawrence 26
It Lo^vell 52
It New Bedford 31
It
’Worcester 37
Michigan 50 Detroit 15
Minnesota 29 Minneapolis 8
It St . Paul 7
Missouri 20 St. Louis 16
New Hampshire 117 Manchester 36
New Jersey 562 Newark 19
tt tt North Bergen 17
tt It Patterson 267
tt tt Passaic 19
tt It West New York 13
Hew York 828 Brooklyn 207
tt tt New York City 293
Ohio 76 Cincinnati 12
tt Cleveland 25
Oregon 18 Salem 4
Pennsylvania 1024 Allentown 34
Philadelphia 385
Rhode Island 352 Central Palls 20
tt It Pawtucket 89
South Carolina 110 Anderson 12
tt tt Greenville 17
Texas 40 Dallas 7
Vermont 26 Bennington 7
Drawn from the key tabulation of the state-by-state
cross-section study.
Bennett Statistical Publication, Op. Clt.

CliAPTER III
CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF SIvIALL VS. LARGE UNITS
In the preceding chapter the location of the
small unit was fairly well established and shown to
influence its efficiency. Quite as important and even
more vital to its successful operation is its capital
structure and the means available to it of keeping this
sound.
The condensed data table of Chapter II, Page #
14, shows that the amount of capitalization progressive-
ly Increases as the size of the establishment increases.
The figure for the small, medium and large -sized plants
are, respectively: $70,585, $771,540 and $6,180,311.
These figures suggest inquiry into the availability of
funds for the different group size units. In this
respect the table on the following page gives some clue.
It shows that the large size units enjoy the privilege of
borrowing money at a very nominal cost. For instance, the
table shows that a borrower whose plant or unit asset
value is but $50,000 must Pay for his loan at the rate of
5.5 percent. The plant with asset value over $5,000,000
must pay only at the rate of 1.8 percent. The latter unit,
however, is considered one of very large size. But even
33

TABLE SHOWING THE ANNUAL RATE OP INTEREST,
1
ALL BAl^ PER CENT ANIWM FOR BUSINESSES
$50,000 TO 4>5,000,000
1942
Borrowers with Assets of:
Under $50,000 5.5
$50,000 to $500,000 4.5
$500,000 to $5,000,000 3.1
Over $5,000,000 1.8
All borrowers 3.4
1. Welssman, Rudolph L. Op. Cit p. 35

the medium-s ized unit must pay for its new capital at a
high rate comparatively. It is thus observed that, as
the asset value increases, the rate of interest decreas-
es in direct proportion. The plant with the small asset
value, in other words, the small plant, has to pay an
exorbitant rate of interest on borrowed capital, as com-
pared to the larger plant. Even if it may borrow, it is
a poor risk simply because banking tradition has made it
such. There is indication that efforts are being made to
assist small business in this matter, however.
In times of business stringency the need for
the small unit to obtain new capital is particularly acute.
A table showing the losses against assets for the year 1932,
on the following page, shows clearly that small business
losses are very heavy during bad business years v/hlle
large business, in contrast, suffers but lightly in compar-
ison. The spread of losses is very large even between
small business^ and medium-sized business, the percent
loss for small business being 16.3^ while medium sized
business shows., a loss of only 8. 9, nearly one-half less.
The reason behind this is, that small business, as has
been stated, is by banking tradition a poor risk even in
normal times. During such times it has been shown that
the cost of borrowed capital is very high. During a
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TABLE SHOWING NET LOSSES AGAINST ASSETS
1
FOR THE YEAR 1932 FOR BUSINESSES FROM
$50,000 to $50,000,000
ASSETS yO
$50,000 to $100,000 16.3
100,000 tt 250,000 11.6
250,000 ti 500,000 8.9
500,000 tt 1,000,000 6.9
1,000,000 tt 5,000,000 5.7
5,000,000 tt 10,000,000 4.1
10,000,000 tt 50,000,000 4.1
50,000,000 tt 0.2
1. Weissman, Rudolph L. Op. Cit. - p. 25.
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depression period there just isn’t any money available
to small business outside of its own immediate circle.
Large business however, in contrast, is able to float
loans Inexpensively and obtain needed bad-times capital.
However, it is recognized that depression
periods are not the only times when small business must
have a "lending” hand. V7ith it, sometimes, collections
are slov/, and even bad debt losses have to be met.
The inability to obtain capital is enough of a
problem for small business, but it has a further diffi-
culty if it is able to borrow. That difficulty is brought
out in a table on page #38 * This table shows the ratio
of current liabilities to total borrowed capital. In the
small business unit again, the percent of borrov^ed cap-
ital subject to call of creditors is very high for all
manufactures for the textile group, and according to the
table, the percentage is still higher. Thus textiles
compared to all manufacturing is in a rather uafavorable
condition, comparatively. In the case of the large in-
dustries the percent of borrowed capital subject to call
is considerably smaller, nearly one-half smaller than
that of small business.
This "call" condition puts the small business
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in such a position that a threat is constantly over its
head, and it is particularly vulnerable in times of cy-
clical down swings, for the creditor can call his debt
according to his own needs, whereas the larger unit with
its long term debt must meet only the interest burden.
The small company must be able to pay up ’*in full” or
close up, so to speak. Another financial criteria of
small business, any business, is its working capital.
In fact this financial item is of tremendous importance
to any size business. Again to resort to a table, the
one on the following page shows that, as the size of the
unit increases the working capital ratio also increases.
The current ratio shows the amount that can be
realized from the sale of merchandise for every dollar
that must be spent for short term obligations; for this
condition, a rule of thumb measure of soundness is a
ratio of 2.0. A glance at the chart shows that the small
business unit shows only a ratio of 1.56 to 1.43 from
1932 to 1936 for all manufacturing. For textiles and its
products the ratio is a little better but still far from
the safety point. A further glance at the table shows,
for all manufacturing that it is nearly a point and a half
above the safety?’ point. Textile mill products seems to be
a little superior to ”all manufacturing”, it showing nearly
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three points above the safe point. Trade in general shows
the safest condition for small units, but even with the
large units, gets but little above the safe point* This
shows that textiles have somewhat of a superiority as to
its working capital condition.
Another table on the follovs?lng page which favors
the medium-sized and largo units is that showing the net
profit (after tax) to net worth. Of three manufacturing
industries, textiles shows the worst condition. As to net
profit for the years 1931 to 1936, all three Industry
groups show that profit was not made until the group unit
size reached that of medium or upper-medium size. The food
industry being more vital than other commodities showed the
best earning capacity.
In conclusion, it must be drawn that the small
business unit is much inferior to largo units in the m.atter
of financial condition and financial management, generally.
This is partly due to banking tradition and to small busi-
ness itself, although small business could not be considered,
over, as good a risk as the large business or corporation.
There is usually so much more value and potential behind
the corporation. If a large or even medium-size corpora-
tion runs into difficulty, a receivership can be appointed

TABLE SHOV/ING THE IffiT PROFIT (AFTER TAX)
TO NET WORTH (A^/ERAGE EQUITY) IN THREE
1
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIALS
Ave
.
Size of Asset Class
0 to ^50,000
§50,000 to §100,000
$100,000 to $250,000
§250,000 to $500,000
$500,000 to $1,000,000
$1,000,000 to $5,000,000
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000
$10,000,000 to $50,000,000
$50,000,000 and over
1931-1936
Food
1
rat io
Per cent
Metals
ratio
Per cent
Textiles
ratio
Per cent
-11.1 -19.2 -23.9
-2.7 -5.9 -7.6
-.8 -3.2 -3.7
2.1 -1.6 .7
3.2 -.4 .0
3.3 .3 .4
4.0 .9
.6 .7
6.2 3.2
"Source: Statistics of Income, Bureau of Internal Revenue.
1. Weissman, Rudolph L. Op. Git. p. 24.

ajid nev/ management inserted to put it on a profitable
basis again. But with a small company, there is much
less asset value or potential to work with when things
go bad. Also, in the matter of disadvantages, the large
unit suffers only minor ones, such as; lower credit
due to limited liability of stockholders and limited
powers in general. The corporation does not escape as
does the partnership, regulation and taxation of the
complicated structure. V/ith the partnership, new
money may be taken in to a limited extent by the addi-
tion of a partner. But such a proceedure is risky,
since a partner can at all times obligate the business
which he represents, A large partnership may market it
securities but the cost of doing so is prohibitive.
Finally, the capital and financial structures
Of small and large business units, by way of comparison
unquestionably favor the large business enterprise, for
new money is of paramount importance to the success of
any enterprise, and the large units get it where the
small ones do not.

CHAPTER IV
TRADE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OP THE SMLL' UNIT
A - Mill-Products Manufacturing
Before proceeding to point out advantages or
disadvantages coimnon to the units, attention should
perhaps be pointed toward the physical nature, status
and stature of the industry as a v/hole.
As was the case v;ith the writer, others may
possibly be somewhat unaware of the size and proportions
of the industry. One discovers from the chart on the
following page that the industry is big, important and
withal, complex.
The chart shows the industry to be split off
into two sections already indicated by tables of Chapter
II, Pages jj=22 to #32. These divisions may be restated
here for matters of convenience:
(a) Textile-mill products and other fibre
manufactures
.
(b) Apparel and other finished products made
from fabric and other similar materials.
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In comparison with 19 other basic industry
groups, it is seen that on the basis of the number employ
ed, Textile-mill product manufactures ranks at the top
of the list. Its apparel products division while not
leading the field, nevertheless ranks high in the group.
The table of Chapter II Just referred to shows
a divisionalized allocation of establishments devoted to
both branches of the industry (textile-mill products and
apparel products) in terms of large, medium and small
units of manufacturing. A close examination of the pro-
ducts list for.both branches of the Industry shows the
great variety of them. This suggests that processes are
Indeed marked by various differences and are very compli-
cated.
By way of qualification, regarding the chart,
one should not be disturbed by the position of ’’food" for
the reason that the census of manufactures does not include
Agricultural products, in this case. To follow’ strictly
economic theory, in regard to "Man’s first Wants", a qual-
ification is also necessary for "Steel". It is, however,
interesting to note the comparative position of the basic
industry, manufactures. Without such a chart before one,
one might easily guess the big Automotive Industry or the
"Steel Empire" to outrank the textile industry.

By v/ay of a brief process description of mill
products manufacturing, while the shoe manufacturer who
buys his hides already tanned, the textile manufacturer
in many cases receives the product he uses (in the case
of worsteds and even woolens) direct from the sheep’s
back (raw wool). This stock must be scoured and cleaned
before it is used at all. This process alone requires a
specific knowledge of mechanical as well as chemical
operation techniques. Of course, as is well known, the
apparel manufacturing is composed mainly of styling and
the mechanical operations of cutting and sewing - very
definite trades in themselves. The raw products for
cotton, silk, jute and linen manufacturers must have
certain sub-manufacturing treatments before they can be
put into regular processing routines. Rayon and artifi-
cial fibres come to the textile manufacturer, similarly,
as do hides to the shoe manufacturer, in an already semi
processed condition.
To- return to worsted and woolen manufacture,
for further description, there follow four other process
es before the raw wool (wool containing natural grease,
dirt, suint and vegetable matter) reaches the form
known as "top'*. These operations are, carding, gilling,
backwashing and combing. A top is a ball of wool weigh-
* m
ing about ten pounds. This ball is similar to a ball of
string, or rope, and in reality the ball is the result
of winding a rope of wool about the size of one’s .thumb.
Something may be gathered of the complexity of the pro-
cessing when it is realized that this rope consists of
overlapping parallel fibres from two and one half to ten
inches in length. The top used in worsted manufacture is
comparable in processed stage to that of the shoe manu-
facturer’s hides. Both wool and hides are sold on the
commodities exchanges. However, there is this difference
between the two; most large worsted and woolen manufac-
turers make their ov/n tops, whereas the hides nearly all
come from the ’’tannery" irrespective of the size of the
shoe plant
.
From the top, the v/ool is taken through about
four more major processes v/hich bring the wool to a yarn
varying in size from a coarse one to a small sewing thread.
These operations are: drawing, roving, twisting and spin-
ning. In fact, the operations bringing the wool from the
top to the yarn stage are all of them, practically, draw-
ing-out operations. The effect of "drawing" is that of
pulling out a bundle of fibres of definite diameter and
length until the bundle becomes one of small diameter of
overlapping fibres greatly extended in length. Prom this

stage the thread has to be properly packaged (woimd on
particular bobbins appropriate to specific loom shuttle
specifications).
The next process is v;eaving, another complicat-
ed process. The wool' as it leaves the loom is in a con-
tinuous blanket form of approximately seventy-six yard
lengths and about seventy-two inches in width. This cloth
is known as ’’grey cloth” and is stiff, rough and boardy.
Prom this stage the grey cloth must be inspect-
ed, "burled” and mended before it goes to the finishing
operation. (It may be of Interest to knov; that in one
large mill there are some seven hundred women who do
nothing but inspect, burl and mend this cloth in the
”grey”, as it is called - cloth as it comes off the
loom)
.
Prom the grey state, cloth next goes to the
finishing operations. These are classed as "wet” and
"dry” finishing. Wet finishing consists of washing,
softening (the boardy loom cloth) and drying. After
dyeing the cloth is rinsed and dried. Prom here to
finished cloth there is a (routine) of some five more
specific operations. Something may be gathered as to
the importance of finishing in realizing that the dyeing

staff of some eight or ten men v^as under a chief dyer,
in the large mill, to handle the dyeing operation alone.
This group of dyers is supported hy a chemical laboratory,
a dye laboratory and a "drug room". A drug room is that
in v/hich dyes are stored, weighed and mixed according to
formula and dispatched to the dyeing operation.
This outline for the worsted system of cloth
manufacture is typical in many respects to that for cot-
ton, rayon and v;oolen fabric manufacture, except that
the worsted system is by far the most complicated.
The above brief description of (mostly worsted
manufacturing) gives perhaps some idea of the equipment,
skills, techniques and managements required of the large
units doing the whole job of manufacturing from raw stock
to finished fabric, as in the case of mill-products manu-
facturing. It should be mentioned, however, that woolen
manufacturing (a division of wool processing activity,
which is an entity in itself) has not been described.
This process of making fabrics (v/eavlng) is one using
yarns of the woolen system wholly, or by using a combina-
tion of woolen yarns and yarns made on the worsted system.
A woolen yarn is one made by the operation of blending,
picking, carding, winding and mule spinning. The yarn
is composed of small (up to about one inch) loosely over-
•ft
'A
lapping fibres. This yarn gets its strength from a mech-
anical process of rolling (card condensers). The process
of rolling is one which causes the fibres to cling to one
another through a felting or matting effect created by
rolling the yarn in the condenser aprons. The woolen
yarn however, is one of lov/ tens 11 strength compared with
the worsted yarn.
With this descriptive outline as a background,
we may turn to the question of processing or manufactur-
ing flexibility as it affects the advantage of the small
unit.
A small plant employing seventy-five to one hun-
dred people may do nothing but prepare the wool in the
form of top, for instance. This second small unit will
sell to a third small unit which weaves and finishes the
cloth. All three of these units v;ill perhaps employ not
more than one hundred persons each.
The advantages of these small units are, as to
flexibility:
a. The products they turn out are comparatively
simple to manufacture, requiring only compara
tively few specialized skills and techniques,
b. Their overhead is not heavy, relatively, be-
cause of comparatively low maintenance cost.

c. Their markets are rather fixed and distribution
costs are relatively low.
d. V/hen business conditions are stringent, they
may comparatively easily curtail their activity.
e. The small management is relatively easily ad-
justable to either the sharing of a lightened
load of a depression period, or a heavy manage-
ment load in a period of prosperity.
f. In dealing with customers the small unit enjoys
a certain closeness of contact, whereby require-
ments are easily understood and carried out, as
a result of business friendships not possible
with a large unit.
g. As competition requires, the small unit may
change its process or method much more quickly
and with less cost than that of the large unit.
This gives it somewhat of a market advantage
especially if it is turning out a style product.
Here it may agin be pointed out, that there are,
in the textile industry, many small units which turn out
semi-processed products. There are others which perform
only garment making processes (apparel manufacturing).
The Managements of small units, in general, if
capable, are able to effect economy due to closeness of
contact with operations which the large units do not
enjoy. With large managements it is sometimes difficult
to put a finger on faults that are costly. With the large
units there is also considerable overlapping of responsi-
bility not wholly found in small units. Losses that may
be hidden in the large units are much more easily detected

in tlie small one. These losses may relate to materials,
labor or equipment.
The small unit v;ith its advantages, neverthe-
less lacks some of those belonging exclusively to the
large units. For instance, to the small unit is not
available savings through mass purchases, for it is a well
known business principle that, the larger the volume of
purchased materials and commodities, the lower the rate
of the trade discount allowed. For example, if the ven-
dor can deliver a whole truckload of goods at one time he
can do it with less cost to himself than to deliver a like
amount of goods requiring two trips for delivery. Thus he
can sell his goods at a little lower price to the buyer.
Also the buyer, if a small buyer, is likely not to have
the adequate storage space available and planned for by
the large unit.
Another economy of manufacture available to
the large unit manufacturer is mass production. In the
large unit manufacture is set up on this principle. That
is, a group of machines may run for long periods, thus
1
producing a "maximum of quantity in a minimum of variety".
"V/ithin certain limits it is true that the larger the
business, or the greater the volume, the more practical it
1. Ord. Lewis C., Secrets of Industry, Emerson Book Co.,
Inc., New York 1945. p. 55.

is to sub-divide work and get the advantage of mass
1
production.” Small business units are not able to
divide the work - one pair of hands must perform mul-
tiple tasks in small business unit operations.
The small imit often does not have the varied
talents from v;hich to draw in the solution of its pro-
blems. For instance, extensive research departments
usually found in the large units, are not available to
the small units by reason of the cost Involved in such
staffs
.
Again, very definitely, another advantage en-
joyed by the large unit rather exclusively is that of
worker protection (health, personal Insurance, recrea-
tion, etc.) The small unit can not participate in
personal Insurance benefits on a large enough scale to
make them available to the worker, from a cost point of
view.
The social side of the worker in the small
unit is not as well provided for, if at all, as in the
large one with its large scale socials, entertainments,
athletic c ontests, etc.
1. Schmidt, Emerson P. Small Business Its Place and
Problems, Committee in Economic Policy, Post-war
Readjustments, Bulletin #7, U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
Washington, D. C. P. #23.

However, from tlie point of view of overall econ-
omy of operation, the small unit seems to enjoy a greater
flexibility and economy than is general with large units
in mill-products manufacturing.
B - Apparel Products Manufacturing
A close analysis, again, of the table of Chap-
ter II, pages #22 - #28 , shows the great predominance
of small units in this field (Apparel products). Seem-
ingly but one conclusion may be drawn from such an analy-
sis, and it is that, the small unit with its required
vast amount of manual skill, necessitated by constantly
changing styles and patterns, is highly efficient in its
own right. This is especially true in the women’s wear
field. In the men’s wear field, patterns and styles are
of less importance, and changes less frequent. In this
field of apparel manufacture the large unit may play a
part, but a large amount of work even here must be manual
by reason of custom requirements. Thus, the large unit,
a unit predicated upon mass production operation prin-
ciples finds but small place in the apparel field, in
general.

CHAPTER V
SPECIAL TYPES OP UNIT
Partial or Pre-faLrlcators
Common among the small units group of manu-
facturers are those small companies which turn out a
partially fabricated product. Units of this group may
be called pre-fabricators. Numerous of these are to
be found in the tabulation of Chapter II, in the mill-
products section, Pages #28 - #32.
For an example of such a pre-fabricator type
unit we may refer to the manufacture of Top, a division
of the complete worsted processing described in Chapter
IV. In this connection, in an earlier part of the thesis
it was stated that, the greater part of v;orsteds (mostly
men’s v;ear materials) was manufactured by the upper-med-
ium and large-sized units. In the scheme of manufacture
of the minority quantity of worsteds the pre-fabricating
small units play their part. A certain type of these
pre-fabricators also plays an important part in serving
the larger worsted units. It may be said here, parti-
cularly, before discussing ’’Top" manufacture, that there
are some small units which do the complete job of manufac
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turing worsted fabrics
In considering the manufacture of tops from a
prefabricating point of view, there are those smaller
units devoted to turning the raw wool into top. This top
has various channels of distribution, for it may be sold
on the commodity exchanges the same as is wheat, corn or
hides. The small unit may also process top on commis-
sion for a large wool dealer who may be a member of an
exchange. Ee in turn, may sell the top on a futures
basis to the large manufacturers or even small ones.
Here, again a parenthetical statement should be made to
the effect that, a number of the largest worsted manufac-
turers process top in their ov/n plants on a commission
basis, as well as for their ov;n use. The short tabulation
below gives some idea of the distribution of top making:
1
Tops Combed in United States on Worsted Combs
( In millions of pounds )
(1944)
Tops combed Tops combed Tops combed Total tops
for own use on commission for sale combed
92 85 5 182
1 National Association of Wool Manufacturers Bulletin
Statistics of the Industry, Boston, Mass. 1944, pg.l78.

Another point of interest is that, due to
price fluctuations or the need for quick delivery, manu-
facturers doing work on commission may buy from the com-
mission merchant, top that is being processed in its own
plant. Thus, the top processed by the large plant on
commission many times never leaves the plant. Also in
the case of the large plant, top being produced on a com-
mission basis one week, by a group of machines, may the
next week, be produced for use in the company’s own plant
on those same machines, as a part of the company’s manu-
facturing schedule.
From another point of view, the small unit manu-
facturing top may be processing on order for a certain
small yarn manufacturing unit. This yarn manufacturing
unit may do nothing more than turn the top into yarn. In
turn, the yarn manufacturer will perhaps just make yarns
which he sells on contract to a small weaving and finishing
plant. In this type of activity, in the manufacture of
worsteds (mill-products field) the small unit plays a vital
part
.
Again, there is in the top making manufacture, a
process that may be considered separate in Itself, and that
is known as wool scouring. Some small plants are equipped
V«t
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to do nothing but scour the raw wool on a commission basis.
This may be done strictly for a commission merchant, or it
may be done on order for a top making concern.
From this description of top-making may perhaps
be gathered the importance of the small processor or pre-
fabricator in the rather complicated and flexible process
of worsted manufacturing.
An example of the small unit which performs a
pre-fabrication function is that of the Rockewll Woolen
1
Co., of Leominster, Massachusetts. This company pro-
duces Merino knitting and weaving yarns and is a typical
small unit employing 115 persons and capitalized at
^50,000. On the mill-products tabulation (Chapter II,
Page #28 ) will be found units producing yarns for the
trade.
The part played by such activity in furnish-
ing partially fabricated products for the large units of
the industry is considered, from an economic and social
point of view, one of the greatest contributions of the
small unit
,
for many units scattered about not only
1. Bennett, Frank P. & Co., Inc., Op. Cit. p. 115.

spread a manufacturing and business risk, but as well, pro-
vide millions of jobs for workers and a living for self-
1
employed owners.”
Perhaps the above may be pictured thusly, by way
of illustration: 12 small units which employ 100 people
each seemingly serve a very definite economic and social
purpose by the spreading of business risks and in spread-
ing opportunities for making a living to scattered groups
of people. In contrast to this, one large unit employing
1200 people concentrates risk and offers fewer people a
chance to make a living for the same output of goods.
Rianufacturer - Retailer I^^pe of Enterprise
This type of enterprise is thought of as one
which manufactures for its ov;n direct distribution and
sales to the consumer at retail. In the mill-products
division of manufacturing but a fev/ vi/ere found which manu-
factured their own products. However, two definite types
were found which belong to the larger unit class.
In Winnesboro, South Carolina, are found opera-
2
tions by the TJ. S. Rubber Co., This company in South
Carolina is listed as a branch of the company whose home
1. Thomson, T. Cameron, Bulletin #7 Committee for Econo-
mic Policy, Post-war Re-adjustment, TJ.S. Cham, of Com.
2. Bennett, Prank P. & Co., Inc., - Op. Cit. p. 319.

office is in New York, and which has also branch plants in
Tennessee, Massachusetts and Georgia. This South Carolina
branch lists its employed as 1400 and its product as tire
cords and fabrics. In this case it is evident that its
cotton tire cords and fabrics go into its final products,
tires, hose and other rubber fabric productions. In Ala-
1
bama the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. is found doing the
same thing in its Decatur Plant,
For reasons of process as well as profit, it may
conclude that these two companies feel it more desirable
to turn out their own manufacturing accessory materials
rather than to buy them from other manufacturers.
The differences to be drawn from regular proces-
sors in the textile industry and the two companies is this,
both of them are primarily and basically rubber manufact-
urers are are only in the textile fields to obtain acces-
sory materials for their main products of manufacture.
A second company with large operations is that
2
of Marshall Field S: Co, The difference between this
company and the two rubber companies cited, is that, while
1. Ibid. p. 35.
2. Ibid. p. 70,
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the former two companies turn out accessory products,
this latter company turns out a finished product for dir-
ect sales to the trade through its own channels of '
retailing.
It is quite revealing to list the plants and
operations of Marshall Field & Co.,:
1
Chicago - Main office and place of business.
2
Droher, North Carolina
Fieldale, Virginia
1 blanket mill
1 sheeting mill
1 tov/el mill
1 hosiery mill
Leakesville, N. Carolina - 1 bedspread mill
- 1 domestic Oriental
5 rug mill
Spray, N. Carolina - 1 rayon weaving plant
- 1 woolen mill
- 1 bleachery
- 1 blanket and finishing
6 mill
Zion, Illinois - 1 lace curtain mill
From this imposing list is to be drawn the con-
clusion that this type of operation is very efficient.
1. Ibid. p. 70.
2. Ibid. p. 221.
5. Ibid. p. 332.
4. Ibid. p. 233.
5. Ibid. p. 241.
6. Ibid. p. 73.

especially in times when its goods are in demand, as based
on general business conditions. However, in a period of
business stringency idle property and idle machines, are
very expensive and very rapidly become a heavy liability,
as has been discussed at some length in Chapter #IV.
Of the many establishment statistics observed
but a few establishments are of the manufacturer-retailer
type. Doubtless this type of operation is not encouraged
generally for it appears to tend toward the monopolistic
in its nature , especially in the case of textile-mill
products manufacture.
Subsidiary and Branch Plants
As has been mentioned already, there is a pres-
ent-day tendency of large units to split off into strateg-
ically placed decentralized units. Just how these units,
many of which are small to medium in size, should be con-
sidered in any Industry size study, is open to question.
However, if a study were that of the community, then it
would seemingly make little difference v;hether the sub-
siduary were considered merely as just another small unit
or not. Prom the point of view of management and financial
operations, the parent company would have to come into con
sideration. However, in the matter of these chain small
unit s, something should perhaps be said relative to the pur
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pose of this study, which concerns the economic and social
"benefits accruing to the public.
Prom the standpoint of economy of operation,
there is the advantage to them of large scale purchasing.
However, in contrast to this advantage is that of rather
expensive control, for each plant has its separate divis-
ion management. These managements are under a centraliz-
ed control from which emanate policies and directives.
Such control may be designated possibly as "remote”.
Whether or not centralized controls operate to
render to the consumer economic benefits in the form of
better quality at any lower prices is a matter for an
extended and detailed study. The purpose here can hardly
be more than to raise the question.
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CHAPTER VI
LOCATION EFFICIENCY FACTORS
Conimunlty Size and Unit Efficiency
Any of those factors which contribute to the
desirability of a plant’s location contribute likewise
to its eflciency, since the plant and its community can
hardly be thought of separately. Therefore, the follow-
ing quotation may serve to emphasize the point. ’’Econ-
omic changes in recent years have made plant location
one of the most Important problems of industrial manage-
1
ment”.
The above is quoted from a well-known author
of 1930. That v/hich was even true then is much more so
today. This is especially true of the textile industry.
Large corporations of this industry are tending to break
away from their centralized units and are scattering
small units at points they consider industrially strat-
egic. One Instance of such decentralization has already
been mentioned in Chapter II.
As a part of this picture, power companies,
1. Holmes, W. Girard, Op. Cit. Preface p. 4.
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railroads and real estate operators usually on the look-
out for new business are continually framing appeals.
(On the following page is a reprint of a power company
appeal). When the relocation is effected, the community
immediately experiences new life, real estate values in-
•
crease by reaon of increased demands, new tradesmen ap-
per on the scene and a new small world of activity is
created. Viflth the old community the reverse is true.
Influencing factors in the choice of a new
community are dependent upon the following economic and
technical factors to a great degree, such as:
1. Availability of power at a reasonable cost.
2. Availability of power in sufficient quantity
to meet power load requirements, under peak
operating conditions.
3. An abundance of good labor adaptable to the
industry.
4. Equable freight rates, as to both raw mater-
ial and finished products.
5. Special industrial requirements.
6. Nearness to markets.
In the case of Mill- Products manufacturing,
these are all-important, and especially so is item 5
above, where a plant does extensive finishing of pro-
The new community if small, necessitates the impor
tation of the required labor.
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Power Compan:/ Appeal
'’We DON’T present ------ as being
Utopia. Your hard business sense would
tell you that even in - - - - there are
business problems, but that same hard
sence would tell you, after a review of
the facts, that - - - - in many instances
offers advantages to many types of indus-
try considering the establishment of new
plants.
Our industrial development engineers will
gladly assist you with any economic studies
you would like to have made in the event
you expect to establish a plant in the
- -
- Such assistance is, of course,
given without obligation.
Your inquiries about - - - - are invited
and will, of course be kept confidential.”
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duct. In this case, soft water is very important, and
there must be an abundant and ready supply of it at
all times, at reasonable cost. The above requirements
listed are common to the small unit as well as to the
large one.
In a certain unit v/hich may be considered
small the labor supply problem is a troublesome one.
In the particular case the community has to draw upon
surrounding localities for its labor. This means that
the worker has to travel a considerable distance to his
work. Thus, in the winter months and in bad weather,
his vitality is noticeably reduced. This tends to en-
gender fatigue, which in turn lowers worker and plant
efficiency.
Before proceeding to a chapter to deal with
the location of the small unit relative to types of
manufacture, something may be said of the effect of the
size of the community on relative efficiency not yet
considered. This may be accomplished under the head-
ing, advantages of the large city.
In the main, the advantages of the large city
are those of accessibility to extensive markets and a
large reservoir of labor upon which to draw. Some major

areas, such as, for example. New York City with its
6,000,000; Chicago with 3,000,000; and Philadelphia
with 1,500,000 population, etc., are characteristic’.
Like the great department store, the city
offers "everything". But to this "everything" are in-
gredients that are not strictly conducive to efficien-
1
cy, some of which are:
1. Property values are higher with correspond-
ing high taxes
.
2. Insurance rates are high as are living
expenses in general.
3. La’bor, ’bearing its share of high living
costs commands high wages to be reflected_in
Increased factory overhead costs.
4. Cities are strongholds of labor unionism, and
concentration of workers increases the power
of collective bargaining.
5. Fresh air and out-of-door life are at a
premium.
6. Insufficiency of sleep hours, characteristic
of city life, tends to lower worker efficiency.
7. A last disadvantage, that of speed character-
istic of the city and especially the large
one, must also be considered to add to a lov/-
ered efficiency. Speed is energy consuming
as is the noise and bustle v^hlch are assoc-
iated with it.
8. The bond between an employee and employer is
relatively lov;er in many city plants.
1. Holmes, W. Gerard, Op. Cit. p. 157.
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Even in the light of the above, there is the
viewpoint of Professor Kimball, former Dean of the
School of Engineering, Cornell University and noted' au-
1
thorlty on Industrial Organization, ’’the city location
in general offers greatest attractions to the small
plant and the country offers by ‘far the greatest at-
traction and the fewest disadvantages to the -verj large
plant, provided an adequate supply of labor can be ob-
tained”. This opinion voiced in the early 1930 's is
perhaps truer today, in the case of the large units, as
has been pointed out by example in Chapter II. There
is, however, a tendency for small plants to refute the
theory of small plant location advantages of the city to
some extent, for they are more and more seeking the lower
tax areas of the small cities and towns. This applies to
the mill-products field mostly, and to small to medium-
sized plants.
As to the large plants, they too, are tending
to get away from their city locations. The large textile
centers of Massachusetts, Pall River, New Bedford and
Lowell have examples. A close knowledge of certain
plants prompts the conclusion that organized labor and
Holmes, W. Gerard, Ibid. 163 (Kimball, Dexter S.
Principals of Industrial Organization,
ps. 75 - 76).

high taxes (those predicated upon the theory of ”all the
traffic will bear'O, are in part responsible for this de-
centralization movement.
In this matter of the shifting of the manufac-
turing activity of large plants located in populous
areas, the table found on Page #14 of Chapter II shows
the tendency of large plants to be situated in the larger
areas. An illustration of this, is that of the Merrimack
1
Manufacturing Company, located in Euntsville, Alabama.
The listing under Alabama makes reference to the company
as a Massachusetts Corporation, year 1882, of Lowell,
Massachusetts. Huntsville, Alabama has a population of
13,050, whereas Lowell, Massachusetts has one of 101,389.
In the chapter to follow will be brought out the general
geographical location of the different types of manufac-
turing found in the textile industry. In anticipation of
this classification it may be said that the State of Ala-
bama is largely an area of cotton manufacturers, and that
the Merrimack Manufacturing Company, manufacturing cotton
goods is typical of cotton plants relocated in the south.
In conclusion, it may be said that, even though
the plant may, originally, make the community, so to speak,
1. Bennett, Prank P. & Company, Inc., Op. Clt. p. 36.

ultimately the community must make the plant, and. foimda-
mentally so, from a labor supply point of view. This
applies to small units as well as large ones. Also, as
mentioned in other chapters, it may be here restated,
parenthetically, that the ease, economy and despatch with
which materials are transported to the place of product-
ion, and the facilities available for the conveyance of
1
products to the market, are all important. In these
requirements the community plays a vital part through the
facilities it possesses relative to the flow of raw and
accessory materials to the plant, and that of finished
products to the markets.
Transportation and Markets
As an approach to the matter of transportation
and distances, in regard to the getting of goods from
the point of manufacture or fabrication to their markets,
there seems desirable some mention of channels of distri-
bution resorted to by the Industry,
The extensive analysis of manufacturing statis-
tics,reveals certain characteristics common to certain
groups , in regard to methods of distribution.
1. Frederick, C, J.
,
Alfred Webber's Theory of Location
of Industry, Introduction XIII.
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In the case of the large manufacturers, the :
I
table found on Page #14 of Chapter II, shov/s that they
market their goods through selling agents in the maj-
ority of cases. As is seen, direct selling is also re- |-
sorted to by the large units as well as by the small
I
and medium-sized units.
When the manufacturer employs a selling agent \
he usually performs no functions of marketing himself,
1
I
for by definition, ’’the selling agency is an independ-
ent enterprise which performs one or more marketing act-
j
ivitles for the mill and receives a commission for its
f-
services.” The agents often have complete authority to
bind mills to sales contracts without even naking confir-
matory contacts with them.
An agent may carry anywhere from five to forty
mills. This spreads his risk and gives him a diversity
of goods upon which to drav;.
When a company sells direct it usually has
4
its own selling house, that is, it maintains its own sel-
ling organization and performs itself, all the functions
of selling agencies. When the combination of the selling
I
agency and selling direct is used a mill usually has its
1. Cox, Reavis, The Marketing of Textiles, Textile
Foundations, Washington 1938, p. 141.

own selling organization (selling house) located in a
strategic trade center in which its position is strong,
and then sells the rest of the goods through the sel-
ling agents.
’’Whenever someone desires a way of doing busi-
ness which ’’eliminates” or ’’goes around” one of the
’’traditional” agencies, it is usually called direct sel-
1
ling.”
In selling either through agents or direct,
transportation is usually arranged for by the buyer,
since practically all goods are sold f.o.b. Therefore,
in the matter of transportation, shipping facilities are
Important, for textiles fall in the class of consumer
and convenience goods, and where such is the case, goods
often must be rushed to market in order to meet quickly
changing trade requirements.
The small textile plants may not be situated
on railroad sidings (in the case of the textile-mill
products field), whereas the large plants are nearly al-
ways so situated. Thus, many small plants do a great
deal of their shipping through trucking companies. Also^
their distance from the great trading centers is not as
1. Cox, Reavls, Op. Cit. p. 141.

vital as to the large units for the small ones sell more
to local markets, as has "been pointed out.
With the large manufacturing plants, in New
England for instance, their big market is in New York City.
Therefore , these plants are situated within some 200 miles
or more from their markets. As New England is largely a
worsted and woolen manufacturing area, fabrics of wool
must travel in the neighborhood of 200 miles more or less
to market.
In the case of cottons which are manufactured
largely in the south, (some of course are manufactured
in New England) for them. New York City is also a market
center. Therefore, these cottons must be shipped from
some 300 to 800 miles to market. To consider the big
1
Dwight Cotton Mills in Alabama, it is seen that its
product must travel nearly 900 miles to the New York mar-
ket.
It seems that products of the industry, at
least in the case of large concerns , flow to New York
markets in large quantities from the areas of the south.
New England,and middle Atlantic states. Not all goods,
however, actually go to the New York market. The big
1. Bennett, Prank P. Op. Cit. p. 23.

selling agents and selling houses there,my requisition
goods from the above areas to even more distant points,
such as Chicago and Los Angeles.
Shipping by all-motor truck routes has made
large inroads on all-rail shipping in recent years be-
cause of the flexibility in operations that the truck of-
fers. This is particularly true of short hauls between
city and city. An outstanding advantage is shown in the
1
following example:
"The use of motor vehicles avoids transfer of
load - - - - a less -carload shipment by railroad from a
plant in Elizabeth, New Jersey to Camden, Nev; Jersey, a
distance of 66-1/2 miles would be transferred S times":
1. Factory shipping platform to truck.
2. Truck to railroad freight station platform
at Elizabeth.
5.
Platform to car.
4. Moved to another car at transfer station
near Elizabeth.
5. Transfer to another car at Philadelphia.
6. From car to station platform at Camden.
7. Platform to truck for delivery.
8. Truck to Consignee’s platform.
1. Stocker, H. E. Motor Traffic Management - Prentice-
Hall, New York, 1942, p. 17.
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Other advantages of the truck are:
1. Speed.
2. Any highway may he used.
3. It is relatively easy to shift from one type
of service to another.
4. Expeditious pick-up and delivery.
5. Unlimited radius of operation.
6. Low cost transportation etc.
In regard to the shipping media used, the fol-
1
lov/ing table gives a general comparison of the main types:
The volume of Inter-City Freight:
For Hire and Private Carriers
ton-miles
(Millions
)
1939 1940 1941 1942
Railways 336,100 379,161 481,766 640,000
Highways 43,000 51,103 57,123 55,000
Inland water
ways 96,249 113,057 144,638 167,000
Pipe Lines 65,015 63,745 73,846 80,000
Air-Carriers
(Domestic revenue
services, excluding
express and mall 11 14 18 30
1. Middleton, P. Harvey - Transportation - Pre-War &
Post-War Railway Business Association, Chicago, 1943,
Chap. 1, p. 1.
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Percent of Total
1939 1940 1941 1942
Rails 62.20 61.96 63.61 67.94
Highways 7.96 8.33 7.54 5.84
Inland waters 17.81 10.29 19.10 17.73
Pipe Lines 12.03 10.42 9.75 8.49
Air carriers (2) (2) (2) (2)
(2) - les 3 than 0.01^
1939, 40 and 41 - Interstate Coinmerce Commission figures.
1942 figures unofficial.
Shipments by the truck, rail and water routes
is not common to textile products as a rule, for if goods
are shipped any distance by water the goods must be spec-
ially packed in waterproof packing papers. This adds to
the expense of packing and distribution in general.
Railroads are vital to manufacturing require-
ments in both the case of Incoming rav/ material and out-
going finished products where long hauls are necessary.
However, on the short hauls the motor truck plays a dis-
tinctive role, especially with the small plants, as has
been mentioned.
In the matter of economy in reaching their mar-
kets, the small units are seemingly more efficient than

the larger ones, for as a rule they ship shorter distances,
(as is suggested hy the table of Chapter II, p. 14 ). for
the small units are found as a whole, in the more populous
locations, comparatively near to their markets.
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CHAPTER VII
LOCATION AITO MRKSTS OF THE Ul'IITS
Location of Ivlanufactures
As has already been shown by tables of Chapter
II, many of the small units are engaged in apparel manu-
facture. These are located largely in or very close to
larger cities, where are located the big buying markets.
This location is characteristic of apparel manufacturing
units, irrespective of the type of mill-products which
they use.
Relative to the textile-mill products, the small
plants are scattered. They follow, however, a general
pattern of location, as determined by the nature of the
product, and in some instances by special requirements of
manufacture
•
Worsteds and woolen small units. These are to
be found in the general area of manufacture of worsteds
and woolens. The Table on the following page indicates
the general Mill- Products locations by product type.
It is found that the small worsted and woolen
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TABLE SHOWING GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF
WOOLEN AND WORSTED MANUFACTURES
(All Plant sizes combined
}
1939 Census of Manufactures
Men’s Wear Suitings Worsted & V/oolen Yarns
State Production State Production
(lbs
.
)
( lbs
. )
California 215,185 834,399
Connecticut 4,634,317 12,431,567
Georgia 7,126,441 14,620,601
Maine 3,189,019 27,280,778
Massachusetts 38,185,691 58,857,041
New Hampshire 1,232,259 23,883,018
New Jersey 7,444,514 4,119,342
New York 4,501,081 9,346,891
Pennsylvania 12,538,989 15,019,441
Rhode Island 21,713,984 8,310,298
Tennessee 3,449,611 8,286,872
Virginia 3,336,330 3,021,429
N. Carolina 26,841,582
Other States
Illinois 2,143,630
Iowa 925,701
• Maryland
Missouri
Michigan 4,074,960
Ohio Composite 3,927,113
Oregon 6,610,217
S. Carolina
Vermont ' 8,771,968
Washington
W. Virginia 2,945,391
Wisconsin 15,658,434 4,315,091
Indiana 3,204,176
Minnesota 1,783,819
-
Other States5,361,894
Census of Manufacturers Reports by Industries
Vol. II - Part I p.335

plants are largely located in the New England States. These
are scattered about in this area and are usually located
near good sources of water supply. In this respect, along
the Merrimac River are located numerous such plants, where
are also found large worsted and woolen manufacturers.
Other states found to contain woolen and worsted
manufacture by small units are New York, Pennsylvania and
Virginia. A fev; are found in Oregon and other western
states. The Tables of Chapter II, Pages #28 - #32 show
that the large mills are responsible for a good portion of
the manufacture of woolens and worsteds, however, the bulk
of the woolens are made by small and medium-sized units.
The state of Maine is a stronghold of v;oolen goods manufac-
ture, for instance.
Cottons - fabrics of cotton for years were made
mostly in the New England states of Massachusetts and Con-
necticut primarily, with Rhode Island and Maine secondary
locations in importance. However, with the advent of the
introduction of artificial humidification equipment, cot-
ton manufacture was no longer confined to such centers as
Fall River and New Bedford, Massachusetts. V/ith attrac-
tions of wage differentials and close proximity to the raw
material, the southern states of Georgia, Alabama, the
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Carolinas, Tennessee and Virginia have become prominent
cotton manufacturing locations. A characteristic of plants
in these areas is that, they are mostly large units,, the
smaller manufacturers still belonging to New England.
Rayons - fabrics manufactured of rayon are
largely to be found in New England also, and as manufacture
of rayon is done on the cotton system, its manufacture is
found in the old cotton centers. So, in effect, cottons
that have gone south have been taken over to a considerable
extent by rayons in the north.
Silks - the home of this manufacture has been
largely Connecticut and New Jersey. Patterson in New Jer-
sey has already been mentioned in this respect.
Knitted goods and Hosiery - these products are
made from cotton, rayon or wool, or of combinations of
these materials. Manufacture of knitted goods and hosiery
products are made largely by small units and these are
found scattered throughout the coimtry. Their location
is, however, the most populous city area.
Industrial fabrics are not confined to any parti-
cular area and are usually made near their markets or
source of consumption, except in the case of large manufac-
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tures of such products as cordage and twine. The few large
units devoted to this latter manufacture are found in Massa-
chusetts locations.
y/hile giving the locations of the units in respect
to this products of manufactiu?e
,
some changes in location
have been indicated. Doubtless there are cases where a
previous location contributed to efficient operation, where-
as changed conditions of markets and marketing requirements
have altered this. It is interesting to note, however, an
excerpt taken from a front page editorial of a prominent
textile trade journal.
”We are generally of the opinion that the small
well managed mill can take care of itself and make a profit
1
against any competition.” The term"mlli' implies that the
field referred to is that of mill-products manufactures.
As has been stated above, the medium-sized and large plants
are responsible for a larger portion of the main divisions
of the Industry, cottons, rayons and worsteds. In this
light it is interesting to have, the small unit considered
competively strong. However, it must not be overlooked that
the small unit must be well managed if it is to take care
of Itself and make a profit
.
1. Bennett, Prank P. Inc., American Cotton and Wool Report-
er, Vol. LDC. March 15, 1945,
Front page.
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Market Specialization of the Units
Any attempt to enumerate market specialization
by the units is but to repeat practically the complete
tabulation of Chapter II, Pages #22 to #32. In this table
are found all the types of fabrics and materials common
to the Industry and the size of unit from which they come.
However, a few perhaps salient points concerning the mar-
kets should be touched upon.
As to the markets in general, it is of interest
to note the reaction of a prominent business man in the
textile field. It was this, the Industry will make what-
ever the public will buy.
In this matter of public will, the manufacturer
has but little choice other than to make what the trade
demands. The stylist and the public largely dictate in
the matter. The manufacturer merely seeks to keep
abreast of competitive prices in rendering the products
demanded. In conjunction with this, he seeks to keep him-
self favorably known from a competitive point of view.
Accordingly, a large manufacturer will doubtless
resort to experimentation and research as to methods of
manufacture, products to be made, and marketing conditions.

The followins table shows the "USE OP MRKET RESEARCH
1
DEPARTMENTS, BY INDUSTRY":
Number of Cases Reporting
Industry Group
(1945)
Separ-
ate
Depart-
ment
No
Marke t
Reser-
ch
Depart-
ment Total
Manufac t ur 1 np;
:
Food & Kindred Products 16 7 23
Textile Products & Apparels 6 8 14
Lumber Products, including
furniture 2 7 9
Paper & Allied Products 6 5 11
Chemicals & Allied Products 7 12 19
Petroleum Products 9 14 23
Iron & Steel Products 8 12 20
Machinery, incl. Electrical 21 43 64
Other Manufacturing 20 27 47
Total Manufacturing 95 125 220
1. National Industrial Conference Board, The Economic
Almanac for
1945-46, p. 342.
-t VI
’’Little uniformity v;as found in methods of conducting
research. Manufacturers, in particular, showed a great
diversity of practice. The most common method v;as a
division of work among whatever department could most
1
conveniently handle it in the particular company."
The above represents the findings of a Conference Board
Study.
In regard to marketing research, the small
companies are at a handicap, for they have neither the
money nor the talent with which to compete with large
com-pany research. This is true primarily in the case of
textile mill-products manufacture.
In the matter of companies which might lay
claim to certain sections of the market, it is possible .
but perhaps unfair to name them. However, there are cer-
tain well managed smaller units in the major fields which,
it is felt, will compete effectively with the larger units,
in respect to sharing the market (mill-products). It is,
as well, a belief that competitive efficiency and ability
rests in the capability of management as well as in the
inherent advantages of size.
It is noticed that the discussion largely centers
1. Economic Almanac, Op. Git. p. 343.
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about the mill-products manufacturers in this Chapter. In
the case of the small units in the apparel products field,
these small units seem to be masters of their fate, each
in their own specializations. In the case of the mill-
products units, the small ones meet stiffen competition
by the larger units.
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CHAPTER VIII
IvETHODS OP IvIAINTAIKIHG CONSUlffiR PREFExRANCE
Holding Consumer Attention
In highly competitive markets it is vital for
business to have its products known and to create a
desire for them, for upon these factors profits are
dependent
.
To this matter of catching the eye of the con-
sumer, and in creating a demand for ^its products, the
larger concerns or units devote more money and energy
proportionately than do the smaller units.
In the first place, the small units, many of
them, serve a smaller market and have a certain number
of rather steady customers. In the second place the
small unit may be more or less a sub-contractor, so to
speak, for the large unit which turns out the finished
product
.
On the other hand, the larger units with an
extensive market, and in competition with other large
units, must constantly make efforts to hold old customers
and gain nev/ ones.
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From an economic point of view then, it would
seem that the small unit were the more efficient of the
two groups for it spends less, proportionately to hold the
attention of its consumers.
As for advertising, "Bruce Barton, one of America’s
most outstanding advertising men, summarized the position
of advertising, in general, in the summer of 1936, in these
words: "Disraeli remarked of lawyers, that they first try to
get on, then to get honor, and at length to get honest".
Advertising is somewhere between the first and second steps
1
of that evolutionary process.
As for advertising, "it is encouraging, however,
to note v;hat seems to be the beginning of a more desirable
trend". "Right here among these thirty million American
families, says Goode "is a greater market than all the rest
of the world put together. But it requires conservation
and development. And most of all, possibly, a rest from
exploitations The moment you set your advertisements
to satisfy human desires, you find yourself automatically
set upon the right path, you are committed to service, and
service is the only absolutely certain way to success in
2
advertising". A few of the more alert advertising agencies
have already seen this fact and are now advocating factual
!'• V/yand, Charles S. The Economics of Consumption, The
<->
Macllillan Co., New York, 1938, p.268.
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1
advertising and informative labeling’’.
It has been observed in the textile field of
advertising that some concerns have taken advantage of
this method of imparting information to their customers.
Another seeming positive appeal to the consuming
public is that to be found in attractive informative pack-
age advertising. Many manufacturers and producers go a
step further and furnish instructions for usage, for great-
er wear satisfaction. This gives the customer the feeling
that somehow’ the producer has an earnest desire to render
satisfaction beyond the mere sale.
As for advertising, "every time one of those gay
Caballeros of the air - the modern radio announcer inflates
his bellows and out-mouths Joe E. Brown in giving vent to
an inane commercial appeal, all advertising sinks one peg
2
lower in the estimation of the public.
In the matter of radio appeal, again the small
company tends to be conspicuous by its restraint, while
the large units, some of them are conspicuous by the lack
of it
.
1. Ibid., p. 269.
2. Ibid., p. 268.
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Finally, it is felt that the small company through
personal contact and closeness of its trade is able to give
a greater share of the dollar to the consumer by reason of
having to spend less on advertising. To many small units
their products are doubtless their source of advertising.
This represents an efficiency of operation decidedly in
their favor and in many cases beyond the attainment of some
of the large units.
Below are given two tables showing the amount of
money spent on advertising by industry types, for Retailing
and Wholesaling:
1
Advertising, 1959
Commodities Retailers Wholesalers
Women’s Clothing 4.33 .17
Men’s Clothing 3.61 .03
Carpets & Rugs 2.53 .18
Elec. Household appliances 2.53 -
Paints S; Varnishes 1.59 1.08
Petroleum Products 1.37 .88
Tires & Tubes 1.28 .59
Groceries - independents .73 -
Croceries - Chains . 66 -
Lumber .59 .23
1. Economic Almanac, Op. Cit. p. 337

Cooperative Grocery .30
Old Line Grocery V/holesalers .26
The following is a table showing the Distri-
1
but ion of Advertising in 1939 (543 corporations, 17
industry groups
)
Media Percentages
Radio * 18.3
National L'^agazines 17.4
Nev/s papers 15.2
Miscellaneous 13.3
Material furnished Dealers 13.0
Out-door Posters 7.3
Joint Advertising
Letters, folders, mailed by:
6.4
Manufacturer 5.7
Trade- Journals 2.6
In-door Posters .8
^{•One out of seven companies used the radio
1. Economic Almanac, Ibid, p, 337

Pair Trade Policies and Good-will
All business small and large has but one pri-
mary motive - profits. All policies and operations are
formed aroimd this medium. But in order to perpetuate
its existence a business must, of necessity, be predicated
upon certain policies and principles. These are funda-
mental to its existence.
An important element in its success, and there-
fore its continued profitable operation is that, it shall
render a service of some kind. By service is meant the
fulfillment of some need. That need in the textile in-
dustry is the manufacture and fabrication of fabrics and
materials which are essential to society. Such materials
or goods are known as consumer goods.
In presenting these goods, the manufacturer is
faced with a major problem, that of getting his goods into
the hands of customers. To reach them through his own
efforts alone would be impossible. He therefore turns to
the wholesaler for solution of the problem.
Scattered over the United States are approximate
ly 17,000 incorporated villages, towns and cities. Most
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of these communities have a few stores which carry some
textile goods. It is through the wholesaler that these
communities are reached.
However, without the manufacturers there would
he no wholesalers or retailers, in the largest sense. At
this point, the manufacturer begins to render services to
trade by furnishing suitable goods at prices that consumers
are able to pay. Cheap merchandise at high prices results
in poor services to the trade. But with constantly improv-
ed products the trade is being benefit ted.
With unfair trade practices and ’’unfair” compet-
ition and price discrimination, there results unethical
competition. Here enters the matter of practices and pollc
led of manufacturers.
To sell to chain stores and mail order houses at
prices lower than those to wholesalers is deemed to be in-
jurious to the trade and the social structure. Selling
below cost in certain areas to beat out competition is but
another mal-practice . Another widely condemned practice
is that of quality deception in goods. Some textile goods
1
are capable of being ’’weighted” by chemical treatment.
1. Cox, Reavis Op. Clt. p. 337.
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Therefore, hy way of pointing out the undesira-
ble practices possible by the manufacturer is to indicate
ways in which services may be rendered to the trade, in
the avoidance of questionable practices.
The ulterior motives of the Industry should be
the perpetuation of fair trade practices and wholesome
competition.
A criticism of the large corporation is that
there is the tendency for it to hedge itself in with pat-
ents so as to dominate the markets in the selfish inter-
ests of maintaining prices which it believes the small
unit may not challenge
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CEAPTSR IX
TOTAL I1^^DUSTRY EMPLOYIffiNT
In Chapter I the textile industry was character-
ized as one of America’s greatest and oldest industries.
Not until after considerable work had been done in the
preparation of this thesis did the relative size become
apparent. In this respect, seemingly, size is most clearly
and convincingly brought out in the Chart of Chapter # iv
page # 45 . This chart shows not only that the industry,
from the standpoint of the number employed, is the largest
of 20 basic industries but that it employs nearly 50^3 men
and 50^ women. In the apparel manufacturing division of the
industry the number of women seems to be larger than that
for men.
It is interesting to note that steel and allied
products and food products rank next to textll® respect-
ively, in manufacturing, on the basis of the number em-
ployed.
On the basis of the number of establishments
for textiles as compared to all manufacturing, textiles
show a slightly smaller percentage of small units to
total manufacturing and ranks third in a group of 5 basic
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industries. It is led only by food and machinery manufac-
turing, in that order. These comparisons are shown in a
Chart and Table on the follov^ing pages (#100 and #101).
In the table on page #107 it is observed that
of all manufacturing, all-textile manufacturing contributes
nearly 1/5 of the wage earners found in the all manufac-
turing total of 10,000,000.
In breaking down the textile industry into groups
of establishments and groups of wage earners, the follow-
ing percentage comparisons are of further interest. These
figures are taken from tables found on Pages #103,4,5,6.
ALL MAIUFACTURINO
{% Of Total)
V/age
Earner
Size
Groups
No. of
Establish-
ments
Wage
• Earners
Av./yr. Wages
Value of
Products
Value
Added by
Manuf
e
No. Wage
Earners 4.5 1.0 1.0
(Small)
1-5 41.2 2.6 2.4 3.6 3.6
6-20 26.6 6.9 6.2 7.2 7.4
21-50 12.8 9.7 8.7 9.1 9.4
51-100 6.5 10.8 9.7 9.7 10.1
91.6 30.0 30.6 31.5

(Medium)
101-250 5.1 18.7 17.2 16.7 17.3
251-500 2.0 16.1 15.3 14.3 14.6
7.1 34.8 32.5 31.0 31.9
( Large
)
501-1000 0.8 13.0 13.2 13.0 12.6
1001-2500 .3 11.9 13.5 13.9 12.7
2500 & .1 10.5 13.9 11.5 11.3
over 1.2 3575 40.6 33.4 36.6
ALL TEXTILE MAITDTAC TURING
No Vrfage
Earners 3.59 1.54 .75
(Small
)
1-5 20.71 .88 1.19 3.68 2.45
6-20 23.26 4.86 5.70 3.42 7.05
21-50 21.29 10.08 11.21 10.99 11.05
51-100 10.81 11.37 11.33 11.07 11.37
84.66 27.19 29.43 35.70 32.67
(Medium)
101-250 9.25 22.10 20.84 20.46 20.57
251-500 3.91 20.74 19.37 18.07 13.46
13.16 40.21 33.53 39.03
(Large
501-1000 1.54 14.85 14.76 12.79 13.60
1001-2500 .56 11.12 11.17 9.30 9.45
2501- L .08 4.00 4.45 3.68 4.75
over
2.18 29.97 30.38 25.77 28.30
Comparing the two tables of percentages it Is
noticed that In the case of textiles, the medium-sized
unit plays a greater part than does the same unit size for
the all manufacturing group. Also, in the case of the
textile larger units, they seem to play a lesser role
than do the same units of the all-manufac tiering group.
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TABLE SHOWING PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF ESTABLISHMENTS
BY WAGE EARNER SIZE GROUPS; 1939 CEMSUS OP MANUFACTIJRERS
All
Manu-
All
Textile
Manu-
Group Sizes facturing; facturing
Totals (No •of Est'ts) 184.230 26,650
No Wage Earners 8,315 956
1 - 5 75,930 5,519
Small 6 - 20 49,015 7,530
21 - 50 23,646 5,675
51 - 100
(1)
11,908
16^,S1I
2,882
22,562
Med. 101 - 250 9,458 2,465
251 - 500
(2)
3,653
13,111
1.041
3,506
501 - 1000 1,495 410
LargelOOl - 2500 634 150
2501 - & over
(3)
176
2,305
22
582
%
Small (1) 91.6 84.7
Med. (2) 7.1 13.2
Large (3) 1.2 2.2
Machinery
(Except
Iron &
Steel
& Their
Products Automobiles
Food
Elect- (Except & Automotive
rical
)
.ylachlnery
)
Equipment
1,13351,448 9,506 8.994
2,438 127 92 15
31,121 3,340 1,986 265
10,931 2,979 2,439 304
3,850 1,379 1,610 150
1,618 730 1,095 82
49,958 ' 8,555 7t2S2 ST6
1,061 550 1,031 92
284 239 425 55
1,345 78^ 1,456 T?7
110 91 184 63
29 50 91 78
6 21 41 29
li5 152 316 TTo
97.1 90.0 80.3 72.0
2.6 8.3 16.2 13.0
.3 1.7 3.5 15.0
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However, these two tabulations of comparison percentages
show the same general behavior.
Aside from the direct comparison of all manufac-
turing with all textile manufacturing, it is very conclusi-
vely shown that the small units contribute nearly 1/3 of
the total value of all products manufactured. Also, each
group, the small, medium-sized and large, contribute about
evenly to the totals for all the items tabulated.
Size is clearly shown, as to the different groups
for, with 91.6^ of the total number of establishments the
small unit produces 30.6;^ of the value of the products,
whereas the large units with only 1.2/ of the total number
of establishments produce a value of product of 38.4/.
Prom these impressive figures the status of
small business becomes certain. There is little question
of its contribution as a manufacturing unit.
By reason of this contribution it follows that,
its social status relative to business which it creates
through its activities and operations is significant.
Considerable mention of this phase of its contribution has
been given at other points in the thesis.
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ZOL
SUIMARY FOR WAGE EARITER SIZE GROUPS; 1929
All. Manufacturing
Size Groups
Niunber
of Estab-
lishments
Wage Earners
(Ave. for Year) Wages
Total 184,230 7,866,567 $9,089,940,916
No Wage Earners 8,315 None
) 1 - 5
Small) 6-20
) 21 - 50
) 51 - 100
75,930
49 ,015
23,646
11,908
203,052
542,679
764,814
848,423
216,830,096
562,074,974
789 ,160,274
881,850,645
168,814 2,358,968 2,449 ,915,989
Med. )101 - 250
)251 - 500
9 ,458
3 , 653
1,472,651
1,268,983
1,562,082,179
1,391,493,980
13,111 2,741,634 2,953,576,159
) 501 - 1000
Large) 1001 - 2500
)2501 - and over
1,495
634
176
1,024,297
937,136
824,532
1,201,832,971
1,222,749,465
1,261,866,332
2,305 2,765,965 13,686,448,768
Value
of Products
Value Added
by
Manufacture
Ave. Value
of Products
/Establishm'
t
Value Added
/Wage Earner
Wages
/$100,000 of
/ Value Added
$56,843,024,800 $24,682,918,119 1 308,554 $ 3,130 $ 36,827
543,585,313 255,850,565 65,374
2,045,512,419
4,098,372,282
5,179 ,458,854
5,499,768,820
887,511,057
1,824,457,016
2,314,867,176
2,494,710,978
26,939
63,615
219,042
461,855
4,371
3,362
3,027
2,940
24,431
30,808
34,091
35,349
17,366,697,688 7,777,396,792 4) 856,825 4 ;1 13,700 4) 124,679
9,479,230,702
8,148,486,951
4,273,964,591
3,601,322,501
1,002,245
2,230,629
$3,425
2,902
2,838
$31,170
36,549
38,638
17,627,717,659 7,875,307,092 2) 3,232,874 2 ;1 5,740 2) 75,187
$2,870 $37,594
7,395,603,663
7,924,430,287
6,528,575,503
3,118,114,108
3,130,284,302
2,781,815,825
4,946,892
12,499 ,101
37,094,179
3,044
3,340
3,374
36,544
39,062
45,361
$21,848,609,453 $ 9,030,214,235 3)$54,540,172 311 $10, 058 3)$122,967
$3,353 $40,989
Foot note; Census of Manufactures, Page lEO
,
Table No. 1, Vol. I
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PBRCErrT OF imiTBD STATES TOTAL
All Manufacturing
C “7. )
Value Added
Humber of Wage Earners Value by
Size Grouip Establishments (Ave. for Year) Wages of Products Maniifacture
Ho Wage Earners 4.5 - - 1.0 1,0
) 1-5 41.2 2.6 2.4 3.6 3,6
Small ) 6-20 26.6 6.9 6.2 7.2 7.4
) 21-50 12.8 9.7 8,7 9.1 9.4
) 51 - 100 6.5 10,8 9.7 9,7 10.1
91.6 30.0 27.0 30,6 31.5
Med. ) 101 - 250 5.1 18.7 17.2 16.7 17.3 .
) 251 - 500 2.0 16.1 15.3 14.3 14.6
7.1 34.8 32.5 31,0 31.9
) 501 - 1000 0.8 13.0 13,2 13.0 12.6
Large )1000 - 2500 .2 11.9 13.5 13.9 12.7
)2501 - and over .1 10.5 13.9 11.5 11.3
1.2 35.4 40.6 38.4 36.6
Foot note: Census of Kanufacturcs, Page 120, Table Ho. 1, Vol. I
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SUMMARY FOR v/AOS EARIJER SIZE GROUPS: 19 g9
All Textile Manufacturing
(Textile Mill Products and Other Fibre Man\ifaoture8 plus Apparel
and Other Finished Products made from Fabrics and Similar Materials)
Size Groups
Number
of Estab-
lishments
Wage Earners
(Ave. for Year) Wages
Total 26,650 1,833,979 $1,562,781,158
No VVage Earners 956
) 1-5 5,519 16,103 18,573,664
Small ) 6-20 7,530 89 ,041 89,062,013
) 21-50 5,675 185,129 175,212,611
) 51 - 100 2,882 208,447 177,081,443
22,562 498,720 459 ,929,731
Med. ) 101 - 250 2,465 405,277 325 , 319 , 605
) 251 - 500 1,041 380,491 302,741,230
3,506 785,768 628,060,835
Large ) 501 - 1000 410 272,219 230,788,521
)1001 - 2500 150 203,877 174,484,687
)2501 - and over 22 73,399 69 ,617,384
582 549,494 $ 474,790.592
Value
of Products
Value Added
by
Manufacture
Ave . Value
of Products
Establishm'
t
Value Added
Wage Earner
Wages
$100,000 of
Value Added
$ 7,255.693,272 $ 3,203,089,015 $ 272.259 $1 , 747 $48,791
111,726,749 24,140 ,392 116,869
266,744,564
611,266,193
797,639,473
802,984,532
78,776,862
225,883,246
353,869 ,206
363,840,022
48,332
81,177
140,536
278,621
4,892
2,537
1,911
1,745
23,571
39,425
49,509
48,675
2,590,261,511 1,046,509,728 4) 114,806 4) 2,094 4) 44.033
$ 28,701 $ 523 $11,008
1,484,500,729
1,310,809,086
658,997,173
591,019,713
602,232
1,259,183
1,626
1,553
49 ,366
51,225
2,795,309 ,815 1,250,016,886 2) 797,293 2) 1,591 2) 50,245
$398,646 $ 795 $25,122
928,144,077
674,644,525
267,333,344
435,496,276
318,819,962
152,247,023
2,263,766
4,497,630
12,151,516
1,600
1,564
2,074
52,994
54 . 732
45,675
$1,870,121,946 i 906,563,261 3)$3,a3.268 3 ) $1 , 650 3)$17,456
$1,071,089 $ 550 $17,456
Foot note; Census of Manufactures, Page 120, Table Ho. 1, Vol. I.
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PERCENT OF UNITED STATSS TOTAL
All Textile Manufacturing
(Textile Kill Products and Other Fibre Manufactures plus Apparel
and Other Finished Products made from Fabrics and Similar Materials)
Size Group
Number of
Establishments
V.'age
( Ave
.
Earners
for Year) Wages
Value
of Products
Value Added
by
Manufacture
V/age Earners K.59 - 1.54 .75
) 1 - 5 20.71 .88 1.19 3. 68 2.45
Small ) 6 - 20 28.26 4.86 5.70 8.42 7.05
) iil - 50 21.29 10.08 11.21 10.99 11.05
) 51 - 100 10.81 11.37 11.33 11.07 11.37
84.66 27.19 29.43 35.70 32.67
Med. ) 101 - 250 9.25 22.10 20.84 20.46 20.57
) 251 - 500 3.91 20.74 19.37 18.07 18.46
13.16 42.84 40.21 36.53 39.03
Large ) 501 - 1000 1.54 14.85 14.76 12.79 13.60
)1001 - 2500 .56 11.12 11.17 9.30 9.95
)2501 - and over .08 4.00 4.45 3.68 4.75
2.18 29.97 30.38 25.77 28.30
Foot note : Census of Manufactures, Page 120, Table No. 1, Vol. I
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TABLE SHOWING POSITION OF TEXTILES RELATIVE
TO YffiSKLY EARNINGS AND rJIvIBER EMPLOYED COM-
TO TOTAL FIGURES FOR ALL IliDUSTRY-5.^
Type of
Emplymt. Average (Both Sexes)
V/eekly Niimber
Item: Earnings Emplyd Male Female
Total U. S.
Labor force:
1. Civilian
2. UnemplojTiient
3. Non-Agro.
4. Agriculture
64.790.000
52.900.000
1.650.000
42.450.000
8.800.000
45.870.000
34.840.000
930,000
26.660.000
6,600,000
18.920.000
18.520.000
720,000
15.790.000
2,140,000
5. All Mfg.
6. Durable Goods
7. Non-Dur. Goods
*;40.88 10,093,000
(43.89) 5,059,000
(37.85) 5,032,000
Textile-mill
products and
other fibre
8
Manufacturers 31.00 1,032,000
Apparel and
other finished
text ile
9.
Products ( 31.82 ) 788,000
It is interesting to note the position of wages in
textile manufacturing and in the apparel and finished pro-
ducts, as compared to those of All Manufacturing ( items #5,
8 & 9 above ) . On the basis of average weekly earnings.
«-Condensed from tables of Appendix

All Manufacturing (item #5) is found to be about $10 higher
than the figures for textile-mill products and apparels
(items #8 & 9, respectively). On the basis of the number
employed for items #5, 8 & 9, it is to be noted that tex-
tiles (mill-products and apparels combined), employ about
20 percent of the total ni;miber employed in All Manufactur-
ing for the United States.
In order to give full weight to this chapter,
one which contains, seemingly, very significant facts con-
cerning the relative position of the Textile industry it-
self, as well as of the units of which it is composed, a
short chapter summary should perhaps be resorted to.
Some of the most striking facts are therefore listed be-
low, in the order of their Importance.
Chapter Summary
1. A re-statement made in reference to a
chart of chapter IV, characterizes the
Textile Industry as the largest of 20
basic industries, from the point of view
of the number employed, and its total
employment consists of nearly 50 percent
for each sex. Also, this total is ap-
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proximately 20 percent of all
United States Manufacturing.
Contributions of the units, based
on totals, yield the following per-
centages, under five main considera-
tions :
(a ) The number of establishments
(Comparison of 5 basic industries)
Industry Unit Size
Small Medium Larg
(of
\/o Distribution)
All Manufacturing 91.6 7.1 1.2
All Textile Mfg. 84.7 13.2 2.3
Pood ------
Machy. (Except
97.1 2.6 0.3
Electrical)- - -
Iron & Steel &
90.0 8.3 1.7
Prod's (Ec'pt i.:ach)80.3
Automobiles &
16.2 3.5
Auto Equip.
Wage Earners
72.0 13.0 15.0
All Manufacturing 30.0 34.0 35.0
All Textile Mfg. 27.2 42.8 30.0
(c) Waq:es Paid (Ave. for year - 1939)
All Manufacturing 27.0 32.5 40.6
All Textile Mfg. 29.3 40.2 30.4
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Value of Products(d)
All tlanufacturing 30.6 31.0 38.4
All Textile Mfg. 35.7 38.5 25.8
Industry
(e ) Value Added By Manufacture
All Manufacturing 31.5 31.9 36.6
All Textile Mfg. 32.7 39.0 28.3
Taking All Textile Manufacturing by
Itself, it is noted that the small
units contribute in a very signifi-
cant way under the above considera-
tions (b), (c), (d) & (e), nearly
1/3 in each case.
Contributions of the units based on other
considerations
:
Of All Manufacturing
(a ) Ave. Value of Products per Establlshm’
t
All Textile Mfg. 13.4 24.7 6.0
(b ) Value Added Per Wage Earner
All Textile Mfg. 15.3 27.7 16.4

(c ) Wages Per $100,000 of Value Added
All Textile Mfg. 35.5 66.8 42.6
Comparison of the considerations, (a),
(h) & (c) under division #3 above, shows
that the strength of the small units is
equal to that of the large units, hut is
surpassed hy the strength of the medium-
sized units.
In the case of item (c), the figures
seem to bear out previous statements,
that the small units of the Textile
Industry are the least well paid.
As a producing unit, in the general pat-
tern of Textile Manufacturing, the status
of the Small Unit becomes rather conclusi-
vely established in this chapter. As well
as being a definite production contributor,
it is as definitely, a social and economic
contributor of significance.
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CHAPTER X.
WAGE PRACTICES kW POLICIES
ft
Traditional with respect to v/age practices and
policies, as well as in some other matters, is a relative-
ly low v;age level found in textiles. This has easily heen
detrimental to the industry because talent which might
have gone to it has followed the higher wages of other
more lucrative industries. This opinion represents
general thought.
Tables on the following pages (# 113 and #115)
show^ a v;eekly earning of 5,^40.88 for all manufacturing,
Vt^hile textile-mill products and apparel products respec-
tively, show |)31.00 and f;p31.82. This is for the non-
durable goods manufacturing, the average for the durable
goods industry being -^>43. 89, which is the highest for any
group.
Relative to all manufacturing types within the
industry as a v;hole, woolens and worsteds represent the
second best paid manufacturers of the mill- products group
with rayon leading. The table on page #116 ahead shov;s
the hourly earnings for v/oolen and worsted manufacturing
to be $.589, and for rayon manufacturing $. 634.
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ESTnaTED miBER OF PRODUCTION Y7QRKER3 IN
1
IvIAirUFAC TURING II®U3 TRIES
2
Table
1943
Table #2
Ave. week- Industry Sept. 1945
ly Earnln~3 (Non-Durable Goods)
^40.88
43 . 9^
37.85
31.00
28.32
33.22
31.12
35.84
30.61
35.22
30.64
27.42
34.98
37.80
44.23
35.67
34.04
All Manufacturinp;
D^J^O-'ble Goods
Non-durable Goods
Textile mill products and other
fibre manufacturers
Cotton manufactiu’ers
,
except small Vi/ares
Cotton small wares
Silk and Rayon goods
Woolen and worsted manufacturers
except dying and finishing
Hosiery
Knitted cloth
Initted outerwear & knitted gloves
Knitted underwear
Dyeing and finishing textiles, woolen
and worsted
Carpets and rugs, wool
Hats, fur - felt
Jute goods, except felts
Cordage and tw^ine
10.093,000
5.059.000
5.034.000
1.032.000
407.000
124.000
34.900
136,300
96,200
9,600
26,300
32,500
55.900
17.800
9,300
3,400
13.800
31.82 Apparel and other finished textile
products*
32.54 Ken’s clothing, not elsewhere classified
25.53 Shirts, collars and night wear
26.98 Undervjear and Neckwear, Men’s
20.97 Vvork Shirts
40.87 Vitomen’s clothing not elsewhere classified
30.71 Corsets and allied garments
42.92 Millinery
23.75 Plandkerchiefs
25.54 Curtains, Draperies and bedspreads
29.81 House furnishings, other than curtains
30.29 Text ile Rug
s
788,000
180,500
48,500
11,300
13.100
202,100
14.100
18.100
2,600
9,300
8,000
14,400
1. United States Dept, of Labor, Op. Cit. - p. 1264-6
2. Ibid. p. 1264-6
3. Ibid. p. 1258
* See follov/ing page.
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•K' "Estimates for major Industry groups have been
adjusted to levels indicated by 1943 data made available
by the Bureau of Einployment Security of the Federal’ Secur-
ity Agency and should not be compared to the manufacturing
employment estimates of production workers, plus salaried
employees appearing in table #6." The purpose of the
tables 2 and 3 is to enable comparisons to be made within
the group of figures in Table #6 alone. Likewise, compar-
isons should be made between figures in Table #2 by itself.
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Non-Durable Goods
CMfg.
)
1943
Table #6
P - 1264-7
Aver, weekly
Earnings
$51. 00 Textile mill products -other fibre manufacturers
5l « $
S
Apparel and other finished textile products
6^ Leather and leather products
(33. 44 ) (Boots 6c shoes)
39.34 Pood
33.01 Tobacco
40.34 Paper oi paper products. Printing, Publishing and
48.97 Allied industries
43.64 Chemical and Allied products
54. 90 Products of Petrol 6c Coal
46 . 5^ Rubber Products
40.14 Miscellaneous Industries
( Non-LIanufacturing
)
49.89 Mining
(40.46) Public Utilities
43.85 V/holesale trade
28.95 Retail trade
24.79 Hotel
28.91 Power launder les
33.00 Cleaning 6: Dyeing
60.69 Brokerage
46.73 Insurance
53.11 Private Building construction
Durable Goods
(fifg'.
)
45.60 Iron, steel and other products
41.25 Electrical machinery
48.04 Machinery, except elect.
43.30 Transportation equip, except autos.
44.41 Automobiles
44.46 Non-ferrous metals
33.54 Lumber 6: timber, basic products
35.35 Furniture 5; fine lumber products
39.05 Stone, Clay 6c Glass Products

Average
Hourly
Earnings
in
Manufacturing
Industries
Reporting
to
the
Bureau
of
Labor
Statistics
by
Size
of
Establishment,
August
1957
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As regards this condition, in respect to a compar-
ison betv/een the small and the large units, it is felt that
if anything the larger units are or were a little the better
paid. Again the table of Page #116 just referred to above
shows that, as the size of the establishment increases the
hourly wage rate increases nearly progressively.
In most cases the large units are subject to
higher labor costs, and it is believed that in many cases
labor unrest known to be somewhat common to the larger unit,
has tended to keep wage levels a little higher in these
units
.
Also, as has been touched upon in Chapter II,
labor in the small unit is relatively more contented in
that unit than in the large one. Consequently the employee
in the small unit is willing to work for a little less in
the small company.
These figures seem to verify a general opinion
concerning textile wages as a whole, v;hich opinion is that,
the textile industry is a low-paid industry.
As to policies found in the small, as against
the large unit, it may be said that industrial circumstan-
ces of the mill largely determine policy. The better
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managed small units within their own group pay relatively
higher v;ag6s than do the less prosperous units. This in-
cludes the salaried workers in addition to the wage earn-
ers. However, in Massachusetts, as in other states, there
are state laws which specify a minimum wage per hour helow
which a mill may not go. (see Table #4, Appendix D).
Somewhat related to wage practices and policies
are those of worker protection against industrial insecuri-
ty and welfare. As to the matter of ”v/elfare”, perhaps a
thought brought out in Patterson’s work should be noted.
’’Organized labor has not taken a very sympathetic attitude
toward the welfare work of management. It has been stig-
matized as ’’capitalistic feudalism" or as "Benevolent
despot icism"
,
v/hlch merely increases the dependance of em-
ployees on their employer. The workers sometimes resent
attempts to Influence the v/ays in which they spend their
leisure. It is further charged that welfare work has often
been given, not in addition to wages, but rather in lieu
of wages, 1. e., as a substitute for higher compensation."
By welfare is meant, "the extension^ of the functions of
management beyond the factory walls into the leisure time
2
of the workers. At another point in Patterson, there is
1. Patterson, S. Howard Social Aspects of Industry,
2. Ibid. p. 440. McGraw-Hill Pub. Co. New York
1943, p. 442.
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this thought, "It is felt that the paternalist is schemes
of some employers reduce their workers from the high level
of free men to that of ’Wards of Capitalism’ . In the last
place, it is contended that elaborate welfare schemes have
sometimes been inaugerated, not for humanatarian reasons,
but to advertise the products of employers and to build up
1
the commercial asset of good will."
This indictment of the employer regarding v;elfare
is aimed at the larger units, for the small unit is not
equipped to render services to the employee, as a rule, ex-
cept in very special cases. However, it is believed that,
if welfare is properly introduced and installed it can have
very beneficial results with the large companies.
1. Ibid. p. 443.
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CEAPTER XI
SEASONAL VARIATION AMD UNIONS
Seasonal Variations
There is in the textile industry, particularly
in the wearing apparel field, and more especially in the
women’s wear trade, a definite seasonal variation. This
seasonal variation is due primarily to two conditions.
The first of these conditions, in the case of
1
the wool industry, is that pertaining to the raw product.
Most of the shorn wool is produced by annual
shearing, and most of the sheep are shorn within a few
months in the spring, usually in April and June. In turn-
ing to Charts on the following pages, (# 123 and 124 ) it
will be noticed that both the all- industry chart and the
all-textile chart show curves which bear out in their be-
havior the statements made regarding the seasonal variation
behavior. At this time of year, April to June, rav; stocks
are low and worsted and woolem textile manufacturing then
is also rather inactive until the new stock is on the mar-
ket, usually in July.
1. Garside, Allston Hill, Wool and The Wool Trade, p. 9-10.
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Another influencing factor is the seasonal
cliaracter of wool and worsted manufacturing. Most of the
woolen and worsted goods made in this country are "style
goods." These goods are subject to changes in design
very quickly and quite frequently by decrees of fashion.
On most of the wool goods there are, therefore, two mar-
keting seasons a year.
A remedy for the shortage of wool during the
shearing season would be to hold sufficiently large stocks
so as to have wools on hand for various requirements. If
the mill is large enough it may carry a reserve stock, but
this can be dangerous, for if the inventory was bought at
relatively high prices and the price of the stock that went
into the fabric dropped in price before the mill had sold
the fabric it would lose a great deal of money and quick-
ly-
So far, the variation considered has had to do
with woolen goods. In turning to cottons, one finds that
1
again, styling plays its part here also, in seasonal
variation. In respect to this variation, the highest pro-
duction is evidenced in March and October and sinks to its
lowest level in July. Here, again, the seasonal variation
1. Mlchl, H. E. The Textile Industries, The Textile
Foundation, Washington, 1938 - p. 162.
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charts of Page ^123- 4>show^ that the facts mentioned are
reasonably In accord with thinking relative to levels of
variation. This applies largely to the v/earing apparel
field, to which is devoted about 40>b of total production.
The demand for wearing apparel reaches its highest point
in the spring and fall. This is partly the result of
customs and changes in weather conditions. Also, a great
deal of cotton is used in the automotive industry as tire
cords, and automobile production as well as furniture
production is highly seasonal.
It may be considered from an examination of the
wool goods field and that of cotton, that all branches of
the industry are confronted by the seasonal conditions of
the markets they serve.
As to the social significance of seasonal varia-
tion, v;here the large plant is affected by it in product
demands, employment is also affected. It would seem to fol-
low that the large plant employing the larger number would
have a greater affect on the community it served than of
the small plant with fewer wage earners being laid off due
to seasonal variation. Also, as has been elsewhere mention-
ed, the small plant is, in many cases, able to respond more
quickly to changes than is the larger plant.
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The Plant and the Union
In this present day period of nation-wide
disputes between management and labor there are many
evidences of seemingly great industrial and economic
losses. In this matter, larger organizations have ap-
peared to be the more involved. This would, therefore,
seem to indicate a point of efficiency advantage on the
part of the smaller enterprise in its relations with
labor.
One might take either the side of management
or the side of labor for the sake of discussion. How-
ever, the failings of both are quite well known.
It is difficult to establish facts which affect
the efficiencies of either the small plant worker or
large one without taking one side or the other. Never-
theless, it seems to be rather generally accepted theory
that, as numbers increase restiveness has also a tendency
to increase, and this is usually over company policies of
one type or another. In the large plants Issues are more
involved and harder to settle. As a consequence the work-
er has resorted to the acceptance of a representative to
bargain for him. The result is an organization for profit
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the union, which operates to assist the worker in settling
his grievances and his issues. V/hen these issues can be
settled fairly and favorably to both the worker and the
management , efficiency of union relations results. To
effect efficient settlements many contracts have arbi-
tration clauses. But when a basis for the settlement of
disagreements is lacking, confusion and loss results for
both sides.
As the complexity of organizations increase,
the difficulty of settling issues becomes greater. How-
ever, organized labor can be helpful or it can be detri-
mental.
One Instance of when it may be detrimental is
1
to cause a small plant to become a closed shop which
means that the employer is restricted in the selection
of his employees.
Another handicap to the small unit is that of
subdividing labor, which unions often insist upon. In
the small plant a worker may have a number of duties, and
logically, for one Job may not be big enough to absorb all
of his time. In the larger plant labor is much the more
readily subdivided.
1. Op. Clt, p. 373.
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In addition to the professional unions there
are the Company Unions. Patterson defines these as
’’organizations of workers in one plant or business
corporation, whose employees elect representatives to
treat v/ith employers as to wages, hours and general
1
working conditions”. Their general aims are the devel-
opment of closer cooperation between men and management
and the production of industrial good-v;lll as a valuable
business asset. Some of these have been very successful
in promoting efficient management -labor relationships,
but such cases are rather few in number today, although
the v/riter knows of one case. From 1933, follov/ing the
birth of the National Industrial Recovert Act, Company
Unions flourished until 1935. At this time membership had
2
reached 2,500,000 workers. At this time legislation be-
came effective where severe penalties became imposed on
employers who intimidated employees from Joining independ-
ent unions, and employers were forbidden to subsidize
Company Unions or to influence their policies. The result
of such legislation, was to decrease in number the member-
ship in such unions and to decrease the power of these
Company Unions
.
1. Told. p. 273.
2. Ibid. p. 454.
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Unions of late years liave paid considerably more attention
to matters of protecting the v;orker against industrial in-
security and the risks of every day life. In this respect
a survey of organized labor in California in 1943, reveals
that 85 Union locals out of 1,195 had collective agreements,
with one or more of their contracts includin<3: sick-leave-
1
with-pay provisions. The plan most common v/as that known
as the uniform type, which provides a fixed number of days
of sick-leave after a specified probationary period. The
other type of plan is known as the graduated plan, in which
the amount of leave increases with the length of service.
The amount of sick-leave allowance per year under
2
39 uniform plans was as follows;
Annual Sick-leave
with Pay
Number of plans
3 days 2
5 days 11
6 days 5
1 week 3
56 hours 1
10 days 5
1. The Management Almanac, National Industrial Conference
Board, 1945, p. 172.
2. Ibid. p. 172.

ifumber of -PlansAnnual Sick-leave
with Pay
12 days 2
15 days 4
4 weeks 1
Another plan for protection against insecurity
is that of guaranteed-employment or annual wage plan.
Approximately 42,500 out of 8 million workers covered by
union agreements were Included in this plan, according to
a study of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, dated I,larch,
1
1945. Kost of these workers were employed in consumers’
goods , services and distributive Industries, where agree-
ments were negotiated with concerns employing relatively
small numbers of workers.
Another feature which has recently become a part
of labor contracts is that of vacations with pay. Other
plans giving security to the employee, not necessarily in-
cluded in union agreements are:
1. Group Insurance.
2. Mutual benefit associations granting
hospital benefits.
1. Ibid. p. 173
41
3. Company pension plans.
4. Profit sharing trusts.
5. Employee thrift plans
6. Credit unions
These latter plans, however, for the most part
are applicable to companies employing large numbers of
employees
.
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CHAPTER XII
SUWJIRY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
In the introductory paragraphs of Chapter I
is to be found the main objective pointed to in the
endeavor of determining the comparative efficiency of
the small business unit of the textile industry. That
objective in effect is, to relate efficiency in terms
of operation for the social as well as the economic
benefits to society and the consuming public. The plan
of this summary is based upon this objective.
As a starting point it should perhaps be
stated that the textile manufacturing industry is com-
posed of two main divisions;
A. Textile-mill products and other fibre
manufacturers
.
B. Apparel products and other finished
products made from fabrics and similar
materials
.
In respect to size of the small business unit,
it is one varying from the no-wage-earner type (the
owner being the sole worker) to one which employs up to
13.1 .
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100 wage earners. Also this small unit is one whose
capitalization upper limit is $250,000 and whose net
profit is represented by a maximum of $25,000, on
$250,000 worth of sales.
In contrast to the small unit, there is the
medium-sized one whose upper limits of size are; wage-
earners 2,500; capitalization $5,000,000; net profit
$500,000 based on a net sales figure of $5,000,000.
The large business unit in further contrast,
is one with the following limits of size: wage earners
2,500 and over, capitalization over $5, 000, 000, net pro-
fits, over $500,000 and net sales in excess of $5,000,000.
Since the summing up of the contributions of
the small business unit is to be on a comparative basis
it is necessary to consider the medium-sized and large
businesses for contrast.
Rather than to make a chapter by chapter listing
it is believed that the purpose of the summary will be best
served by directly stating the major contributions of the
small units of the textile Industry, and then to contrast
their strength with their weakness as these two elements
now have been brought out;
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The first fact that gives small business the
right to be considered as important and essential to
social and ecobomlc stability, in American manufacturing
is this, 92% of all manufacturing concerns have 100 em-
ployees or less. This statement is supported both by
1
reading and by actual statistics obtained through a
compilation of data based on the 1940 Census of Manufact-
uring. (See Table on Chapter IX, p.lC^.This figure is bas-
ed on all manufacturing industries. Further statisti-
cal treatments applied to all textile manufacturing have
shown that textiles follow very closely the trends of
other basic Industries. Thus, a direct comparison may bo
made between all textile manufacturing and all manufac-
turing. Such a comparison may be found in Chapter IX,
Page #98 - 99 and 103 106.
In respect to the textile percentage, it is
found to be 85, as against the 92^ of all manufacturing.
Comparing textiles with four other basis industries, on
the basis of percent distribution of establishments, it
is found that the percentages rank in this order: Food,
91%; Miachlnery, except Electrical, 90^; Textiles, 85^;
Iron and Steel and Allied Products, 80^ and Automobiles
and Automot ive Equipment, 12%, Thus, as compared to other
1. Small Business, Its Place and Problems, Post-War Re-
Adjustments. Bulletin #7, p. 7.
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industries Textiles ranks third. Its rank of third, with
85fo, means that, of all the textile manufacturing, Qb% of
the Industry’s plants or units are classified as small,
i.e., plants with 100 employees or under, with a capitali-
zation of $50,000 or under, with net profits of ^500,000 or
under and with a sales of $5,000,000 or less. The number of
small units in proportion to all manufacturing is, therefore,
a very significant finding of the study.
Another outstanding fact is brought out in a chart
comparing Textiles with 20 basic industries. This chart to
be found on Page #45 of Chapter IV, shows that, from the
viewpoint of the number employed, the industry ranks first
.
Of the Industry’s total employment, approximately 50^ Is^
male and 50^ female.
On the basis of the items listed in the following
table, the small unit is almost a l/3 contributor to the
total manufacturing for the industry: (See following page
for table )
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Table Showing The Small Unit Contribution
To Total Manufacturing for Textiles
Items (1939 Statistics)
Wage Earners
All lianufacturlng
All Textile Rlfg.
Wages Paid (Ave. per yr.
)
All Manufacturing
All Textile IvlCg.
Value of Products
All Manufacturing
All Textile I>Ifg.
Value Added by Manufacture
All i.lanufacturlng
All Textile Mfg.
Manufacturing Unit Size
Small Medium Large
Representation)
30.0 34.0 35.0
27.2 42.8 30.0
27.0 32.5 40.6
29.3 40.2 30.4
30.6 31.0 38.4
35.7 38.5 25.8
31.5 31.9 36.6
32.7 39.0 28.3

Participation of the Small Unit is also
Shown In the Following Tabulation
Items (1939 Statistics)
Ave. Value of Products
per Establishment
All Textile I.ifg.
Value Added per Wage
Earner
All Textile llfg.
Wages per (^100,000 of
Value Added
All Textile Ivlfg.
Manufacturing Unit Size
Small Medium Large
of All Manufacturing)
13.4 24.7 6.0
15.3 27.7 16.4
35.3 66.8 42.6
This table shows that, the strength of the small
units is practically equal to or greater than, the large
units, but is surpassed by the medium- si zed ones.
The last item, wages per !|100,000 of value added.
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seems to bear out previous statements to the effect that,
the small units of the textile industry are the least well
paid.
Six basic tests conducted by the Temporary
National Economic Committee for the Investigation of the
Concentration of Economic Power (Table #2, of Appendix B)
shows that in 59 tests individual small companies showed
the lowest cost of production in 37 casesi, insdium-sized
ones showed 21 cases, large companies 1 case. In 11 tests
of groups of companies, medium-sized business claimed 10
and large 1, small business showed no advantage. On the
basis of the highest rates of return on invested capital,
individual companies, small business equalled large busi-
ness and medium-sized business lead the groups. The same
was true for the rate of return for groups of companies.
On the basis of efficiency thusly measured, the
T. N. E. C. sums up the results of 233 tests as follows:
Small business was most efficient in:
80 tests = 34^
Medium - 128 tests = 55“-^
Large = 11^25 tests
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The Small Unit in the Apparel Div-
1
ision of the Industry
In the Apparel Division of the textile indus-
try the small units predominate in nearly all fields. In
this respect there are 2175 small units making women’s
fur coats and other garments, assessories and trimmings.
Medium-sized units show 33 and large units no partici-
pation for this item of manufacture. (See Page #23 of
Chapter II. ) The figures below show the unit classifi-
cation distribution for the Apparel and other Finished
^oducts Division.
It ems
Manufacturing Unit Size
Small Medium Large Total
Number of Product
Classifications - - - 56
Number of Manufac -
turing Units 18,856 1,510 106 20,472
1. Thesis Chapter II, Pages #22 - 28
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The Small Unit intthe Textile Hi 11-
1
Products Division of the Industry
In the manufacture of the major products ( cot -
ton
,
rajon and wool
,
the combined medium-sized and large
units outrank the small unit in terms of the number of
establishments and therefore the amount of production.
But the small units in most of the other manufacturing
within this division outrank the larger units combined.
Reference to hosiery manufacturers found on Page 29 of
Chapter II, brings this out. The figures below show the
unit classification distribution for the Mill-Products
Division.
Items
Manufacturing Unit Size
Small Medium Large Total
Number of Product
Classifications - - - 44
Number of Manufac -
turing Units 2,582 2,238 469 5,289
1. Thesis Chapter II, Pages #28 - 32
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General Advantages and Disadvantages
Of the Small Unit
A. Advantages
1. A seeming foremost advantage of the small unit
is its ability to adjust itself quickly to
changes in trade requirements.
2. The small unit in order to exist in the field of
competition has constantly before it the urge and
need of efficient, operation. In contrast, the
large business is not necessarily efficient, due
to size., even though it be efficiency minded.
3. The products which the small units produce are,
as a rule, relatively simple in manufacture, and
the number of its processes few. For this reason
quality is easier of attainment than in the large
unit where operations are more or less "hidden".
4. As is brought out in Chapter II, the location of
small business unlt^ is the more populous area
which is near its markets. Accordingly its dis-
tribution costs, (except selling) are compar-
atively small.
5. Also mentioned in Chapter II is the fact that the
small unit, as a rule, enjoys a happier existence
due to closer friendships than are common to the
large units. More "privileges" are possible in
the small unit than in the larger one.
E. Disadvantages
1. Foremost of these is its Inability to obtain need-
ed working capital in emergencies, in time to save
Itself from disaster. The basic cause for this
condition stems from the fact that bankers in general
consider the small business unit a poor investment
risk. The ref ore
,
capital, if it may be had at all, is
possible only at a very high rate of Interest. In
contrast to this condition is the fact that, large
business is considered* a- -good risk and therefore,
it has ready access to needed nev»r money.
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2. The small unit cannot offer the protection
and security to its 7;orkers that is possible
in the large business units.
Contributions of the Small Units
to Social and Economic Needs
(Aside Prom)
Contributions Already Mentioned
1. Small business’ greatest contribution is
the meriad of services directly to the large
size business of the country. One has only
to view large companies of the duPont and
General Motors type to appreciate this point
Small businesses are in effect the servants
of the large ones. They are also successful
2. Small business is deemed to be a levelling
and throttling force even to the very large
units which many of its members serve. They
are thought of as necessary to the cause of
free enterprise and free consumer choice.
’’Unquestionably, one of the great and endur-
ing value of a free society is the enormous
range of commodities and services available
to the consumer”.^
With only a few products by a few large
companies bent on mass production, there is
little question but that the range of goods
and services would be a serious handicap to
our social and economic needs.
3. Small business Is the fountain of new ideas
and a source of many of our patents.
Small Business, Its Place and Problems,
Op. Git. p. 17.
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4. The great advantage of having many busin-
esses is that a community has, therefore,
many employers. In this way there are
varied opportunities for employment.
"The small plant by catering to the needs
of a host of other manufacturers, is enabled
to obtain a volume production which cuts its
costs below the cost of the manufacturers if
each of the latter tried to make all thei
essential parts for the final product".
In reading the "T. N. E, C." Monographs
devoted to a study of the "Concentration of Economic
Power", numerous expressions were viewed as revealing
the strength and virility of small business. In this
respect, several quotations given below are deemed
worthy of note. They seem almost conclusions in them
selves
.
"In view of the noticeably better showing
made by medium-sized and small-sized business, when com-
pared with large-sized business efficiency conducted
by the Commission, it was thought desirable to explore
certain possible explanations for the failure of large
2
companies to make a better showing".
"It seems obvious that the only sort of effici-
ency which can have any ultimate significance for pub-
11c policy is that which results in lower prices, better
1. Ibid. p. 19
2. T. N, E. C. Monograph #13, Op, Cit. p. 95.
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1
goods and qualities, for the people.”
’’Simple as is the distinction in the mean-
ing of efficiency, and essential as it is to the pur-
poses of this Committee, it is almost v;holly ignored
or is hopelessly confused in much of the discussion of
2
this subject.”
Somewhere in this study is located the fol-
lov/ing quotation, which appeared some time ago in a
front page editorial of a well-known trade journal.
Its positiveness and its assertiveness suggests its
repetition in this summary chapter. It well may serve
also, as suggesting the leading thought in the conclu-
sion to follow this summary.
”V/e are generally of the opinion that the
small well-managed mill can take care of itself and
3
make a profit against any competition”.
Cone lusion
The first of several thoughts seemingly
must be this; The participation and the contribution
1. Ibid. p. 599.
2. Ibid. p. 399
3. Bennett, Prank P. Inc., Op. Cit. Thesis Chapter VII.
p. 84.

of the small business unit of the textile industry, as
borne out by statistical data and findings, is far more
impressive than is believed generally realized.
Through comparisons, textile manufacturing
has been compared with other leading basic Industries
and found to be large and to rank at the top.
The textile unit sizes have been shown to fol-
low the general trend and pattern of like sized units
for all U. S. manufacturing. It may be concluded that
therefore, what is true for all manufacturing is quite
as well, true for textiles. Data and material ha^ been
presented on this basis. From this data and material,
there is, seemingly, but one conclusion to be drawn,
that, the small business imlt of the textile industry is
efficient to the degree of serving a need without which
our manufacturing activity as a whole, would be ineffic-
ient .
The small units serve the public, serve them-
selves, and serve the large imits which depend upon them.
They are efficient. Their numbers prove this point.
There are doubtless different degrees of individual ef-
ficiencies, but the efficiency the study has been concern-
ed with, is that of the whole.
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APPENDICES

APPEiOIX A
'Table (#1) Showing the Number of Es-
tablishments for Each State and the
Number of Cities or Corrimunlties
Represented.
^
Exhibit (#1) Showing Methods of
Sampling The Bennett Statistical Pub-
lication Data.
Exhibit (#2) Showing Work Sheets
Used in Sampling the State of l^aine.
Exhibit (#3) Showing V/ork Sheet
Used in Sampling the State of Alabama.
1. These forms showing sampling
procedure are referred to in
Chapter I, page #9.
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TABLE SHOWINa THE MJIvIBER OP TEXTILE ESTABLISH-
MENTS FOR EACH STATE AND THE NIRfflER OF CITIES
1
OR COMMUNITIES REPRESENTED
Number of Number of
State Establishments Communities
Alabama 115 67
Arkansas 7 7
California 85 21
Colorado 2 2
Connecticut 180 87
Delaware 22 13
Florida 1 1
Georgia 213 93
Illinois 99 23
Indiana 28 20
lov/a 7 6
Kansas 2 2
Kentucky 18 15
Louisiana 9 1
Maine 80 49
Maryland 42 21
Massachusetts 1211 147
Michigan 50 22
Minnesota 29 13
Missippi 18 14
Missouri 20 9
New Hampshire 117 48
New Jersey 569 112
New York 828 128
North Carolina 698 200
Ohio 75 22
Oklahoma 2 2
Oregon 18 8
Pennsylvania 1024 256
Rhode Is land 352 68
South Carolina 110 100
South Dakota 1 1
Tennessee 133 59
Texas 40 26
Utah 8 4
Vermont 26 15
1. Bennett, Prank P. & Co., Official Statistics of The
Textile Industry.
(Table #1)
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State
Number of
Establishments
Number of
Communities
Virginia 108 64
Washington 7 3
Vi/est Virginia 14 11
Wisconsin 77 36
Vi^yoming 2 2
This table was compiled from the Bennett
Statistical Publication data. Prom its figures the
method of sampling was developed. In Exhibit #1,
under, are to be found worked out, methods of sampling
California and Pennsylvania.
(Table #1)
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METHOD OF SAMPLING THE BEimTT STATISTICAL
PUBLIGATIOIT DATA
Key table #2 of Appendix B shoyjs that the number
of establishments varies from one in the State of Florida
to 1024 in the State of Pennsylvania. To have made a com-
plete sampling of such a large number of establishments as
are found in Pennsylvania and other states would have been
a task beyond attainment that allotted time would permit.
It was therefore decided to sample a maximum of 25 estab-
lishments in each state under the following conditions:
1. If the total number of establishments was
25 or under, then all would be sampled
irrespective of community, town or city
represented.
2. If the number of establishments was over
25 hut the communities under 25
,
then the
number of establishments to be sampled
would be obtained by dividing the number
of establishments by 25 *
85 establishments and 21 communities.
3 . 4 , therefore every establishment
but such as to represent all the
21 communities.
3* If the number of establishments was over
25 and the number of communities over 25
,
then the number of establishments to be
sampled would be obtained by dividing the
number of communities by 25 «
110 establishments and 67 communities,
25 = 2,6, therefore every 2nd community
was sampled
1024 establishments and 256 communities,
Ji6
_25 - 10.2, therefore every 10th community was
sampled, selecting one establishment from each one with
(Exhibit #1)

the object of getting the best representative sample show-
ing capital investment, number employed, date of establish-
ment and incorporation, net sales and net worth or net prof-
it, and the size of the community in which located.
EXHIBIT No 1
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EXPLANATION OP SYlffiOI^ POUND ON
THE TWO EXHIBITION SAMPLE CHARTS
ABOVE
Explanation of Symbols
C
B
D
P
K
M
P
R
S
w
Cotton Kills
Bleacliing
Dyeing
Pinishing
Knitting Mill
Mercerizing
Printing
Rayon
Silk Mill
V/oolen Mill
Pigures appearing in the left-hand column under
location "Planned” are figures representing Rail-
roads. Jhus, Railroad #258 designates the Boston
& Maine, which serves Augusta, Maine.
Pigures at the top of sheet are net profit fig-
ures which go v;ith net sales of same nimiber of
crosses (See top of exhibition sheets).
Pigures at extreme left of the exhibition sheets
show the number of establishments found listed
under the particular city or town.
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APPSl^fDIX B
Table (#2) Showing The Results of Six
Basic Tests of Business Efficiency Made
By The Temporary National Economic Com-
mittee, In Its Investigation of the
Concentration of Economic Power.
This table, as indicated, is taken from
Monograph #15 of the T. N. E. C. Study.
It is referred to in Summary, Chapter
XII, Page #137.
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APPENDIX C
Table (#3) Showing the Total Labor Force
in the IJ. S., Classified By Employment
Status, Hours worked, and Sex, for Sep-
tember and October, 1945.
This Table is used as a basis for figures
of the Table to be found on Page #107
of Chapter IX.
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TOTAL LABOR FORCE IN THE U. S., CLASSIFIED
BY EI.:?LOYI»IENT STATUS, HOURS WORKED, AND SEX,
1
SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER, 1945
Total labor forces --5-
Both
Sexes
64,790,000
Male
45,870,000
Females
18,920,000
Civilian labor force 52,900,000 34,840,000 18,520,000
Unemployment 1,650,000 930,000 720,000
Employment 51,250,000 33,320,000 17,930,000
Non-Agricultural 42,450,000 26,660,000 15,790,000
Agricultural 8,800,000 6,600,000 2,140,000
*x-'’E3tiiiiate3 are subject to sampling variations Vi/hich may
be larger in cases where the quantities shown are relati-
vely small. Therefore, the smaller estimates should
be used with caution - -
1. United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Vol. 61 No. 6, December, 1945
Monthly Labor Review, p, 47.
(Table #3)
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APPENDIX D
Table (#4) Showins the Percent of Net
Sales Paid Officers and the Number of
Companies By Total Asset Size.
This Table is referred to in Chapter X,
Page #118.
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PER CENT OF NET SALES PAID OFFICERS
AND NlHvIBSR OF COMPANIES BY TOTAL
ASSET SIZE
’1941
Conpany and Asset Size Number
All Companies
Number of Companies 407,053
Average percent 1.9
Assets under $50,000
Number of Companies 213,086
Average percent 6.5
$50,000 - ;$100,000 61,529
Average percent 4.8
s?100,000 - $250,000 60,386
Average percent 4.0
$500,000 - $1,000,000 18,424
Average percent 2.6
$1,000,000 - $5,000,000 18,832
Average percent 1.7
$5,000,000 - $10,000,000 2,812
Average percent 1.1
(Table #4)

^^10,000,000 - $50,000,000 2,411
Average percent .7
$50,000,000 - $100,000,000 400
Average percent
.
5
Over $100,000,000 426
Average percent *5
(Table #4)

APPENDIX E
Table (#5) Showing Reasons for Business
Failures
.
This Table has not been specifically ref-
erred to in the Study. However, many of
the points v;hich it lists have been touched
upon. It is believed, therefore, that
the Table may have a general interest.
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TABLE SHOWING REASONS FOR BUSINESS FAILURES
I. Internal Causes
A. Financial:
1. Excessive funded deUt
(a) Initial
(b) Subsequent to promotion
2. Excessive floating debt
3. Slow collections or bad debts
4. Unwise dividend policy
5. Inadequate provision for maintenance and
depreciation
B. Nonf inane ial:
1. Unwise central promotion
2. V/eak purchasing policies
3. Poor production
4. Unskillful marketing policies
5. Inventory losses
6 . Fraud
II. External Causes:
1. Excessive competition
2. Changes in public demand
3. The business cycle
4. Political
(a) Excessive taxation
(b) Hostile regulation
(c) Adverse tariff conditions
5. Foreign and special factors
6. Accidents of nature ("acts of God").
2
"Reputedly accords with thinking on subject".
1. Weissman, Rudolph L. Op. Clt. p. 32
2. Ibid., p. 32
(Table #5)
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